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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
A benefit-cost analysis is conducted of the initial 280-mile Chicago urbanized area 
expressway system that was built from about 1950 to 1967.  Monetized values are 
included for metrics that were not available to planners when the decision was made to 
build the highway network.  Results are compared against the likely outcome using early 
conventional methods.  Analysis is also conducted of an alternate scenario building only 
about one-half the system, focusing on exurban areas, and assuming pricing to fully 
account for all costs of area roadways.   A matrix summarizing the analysis is provided. 
 

Status/ Baseline 
& Problem to 
be Addressed 

Change to 
Baseline / 
Alternatives 

Population 
Affected by 
Impacts Economic Benefits Economic Costs 

Benefit-Cost 
Ratio 
(Discount Rate) 

 
Mid 20thcentury 
escalating con-
gestion, travel 
delays on 
Chicago area 
roadway system 

 
Build new 4+ 
lane limited 
access divided 
expressways 
penetrating the 
urbanized area 
totaling 280 
miles 

 
Heavy truck/ 
light vehicle 
traffic, local 
residents, 
businesses  

 
Monetized Value:   
 
All/Conventional  
reduced travel time, 
lower accidents 
(deaths/injuries/property 
damage); residual 
 
 ½ System w/Pricing 
reduced: travel, noise, 
emissions, resource 
consumption, parking, 
health care/ mortality, 
barrier effect; higher 
transport diversity;  
residual  

 
Monetized Value:  
 
All 
capital, maintenance; losses:  crop 
production, ecological/transport 
diversity; increased travel, noise, 
emissions, resource consumption, 
parking, health care/ mortality, 
barrier effect, displacements 
 
Conventional 
capital, O&M, increased travel 
  
½ System w/Pricing 
capital, maint., crop production, 
ecological diversity, displacements 

 
All Values 
1.46 (3%) 
1.51 (5%) 
1.55 (7%) 
 
Conventional 
2.96 (3%) 
2.77 (5%) 
2.80 (7%) 
 
½ System w/ 
Pricing 
8.37 (3%) 
7.44 (5%) 
6.75 (7%) 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In the mid-1950s, Chicago area officials began collaborations for a travel study and long-
range transportation plan for the region to address current and future needs in a fiscally 
responsible manner.  These activities evolved from earlier efforts over many years to 
greatly expand the roadway system both locally and nationally to address escalating 
travel demand brought about by proliferation of the automobile.  An extensive 
transportation survey conducted in 1941 was deemed as outdated and limited in scope.  
Consequently, the Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS) was created in late 1954 
and was sponsored by the State of Illinois, Cook County, and City of Chicago in 
cooperation with the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads.  At the 
time Cook County, the City of Chicago, and Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) had 
already created plans to an extent and construction had started on some limited access 
highways.  CATS objectives were to build upon these plans with more in-depth analysis 
which included surveys of residents, business owners, workers and commuters in 
addition to land uses and floor areas.  The study area comprised 1,236 square miles with 
5.8 million inhabitants. 
 
At the time CATS was created, there was no comprehensive land use plan in place for the 
entire Chicago region although the Northeast Illinois Metropolitan Area Planning 
Commission (NIMAPC) was in existence.  CATS developed land use forecasts based on 
the existing built environment, local municipal plans in place, and trends of 
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population/employment distribution.  Consequently, planning alternatives were 
developed for the horizon year of 1980 to accommodate escalating automobile travel 
demand, particularly in the outlying suburbs, while assuming little if any transit ridership 
growth.  The primary CATS documents, originally expected to be completed in three 
years, took twice this time and were published in volumes I (Survey Findings), II (Data 
Projections) and III (Transportation Plan) over the period 1959-1962.  During this time, 
much of the initial 280-mile Chicago area expressway system had been built (1). 
 
CATS Volume I identifies the transportation problem and includes sections on study 
design, land use, travel characteristics, trip generation, and the supply/use of 
transportation facilities.  Volume II reveals estimated land uses, travel demand patterns, 
and mode split through 1980.  Volume III includes goals/objectives, in addition to the 
plans for roadways, public transportation, and financing.  This last volume contains six 
alternatives which differ primarily by the miles of expressways that would be 
constructed, ranging from 288 to 681.  Option A is essentially the build alternative and 
consists of 288 miles of expressways that already exist or have committed funding (2). 
 
This paper summarizes methodologies used in a benefit-cost analysis (BCA) to determine 
if the benefits of the initial Chicago expressway system (Project) are worth the costs, as 
shown by metrics including benefit-cost ratio and net present value (NPV).  A benefit-
cost ratio of more than one signifies that overall society, i.e. the United States, is better 
off due to the Project as benefits outweigh costs.  A ratio of less than one is an indicator 
that implementation of the Project is questionable as costs to society on the whole 
outweigh benefits.  The base case is the no-build alternative.  Generally, construction of 
the initial 280-mile system predominantly took place from 1950 to 1967.  The BCA 
analysis period includes this timeframe through a horizon or useful life year of 1990.  
Benefit and cost unit values are from a number of cited transportation economics 
guidance documents and empirical studies.   
 
The purpose of this paper is to conduct a BCA that includes appropriate criteria that now 
have credible monetized values.  This is then compared to a separate BCA which 
attempts to replicate what planners might have seen from their analysis of benefits and 
costs based only on monetized values known at that time.  Finally, a third BCA is 
conducted assuming construction of about one-half the initial expressway system together 
with a pricing feature to capture all costs.  In this scenario, the assumption is made that 
approximately 140-miles of expressways would not be constructed, namely the Edens, 
Kennedy, Eisenhower, Stevenson, Dan Ryan, I-57, and Chicago Skyway.  This includes 
all of the portions in or near the Chicago central business district (CBD) and extending 
outward all or most of the way to circumferential expressways.  The expressways 
encompassing or leading further out of the urbanized area remain in this scenario. 
 
 
BENEFITS AND COSTS DEVELOPMENT/ASSUMPTIONS 
 
The U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) TIGER Benefit-Cost Analysis 
Resource Guide (TIGER BCA Guide) provides support to applicants for the 
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Transportation Investments Generating Economic Recovery funding.  The Guide 
recommends using a discount rate of 7 percent, pursuant to the U.S. Office of 
Management and Budget A-4 and A-94 circulars, and an alternative analysis using 3 
percent (3).  Appendix 2 is an Excel spreadsheet detailing the benefits and costs 
identified for the Project through the year 1990 using discount rates of 3, 5 and 7 percent.  
The spreadsheet includes complete details on the assumptions and calculation 
methodologies.  All figures are in 1960 dollars using the U.S. Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Price Index (CPI) on-line calculator. 
 
Capital Costs 
Capital Costs includes right-of-way (ROW) acquisition, design, engineering and 
construction completed and heavily committed in the Chicago region during the years of 
about 1950-1967.  The primary CATS document used was Financing a Highway Plan for 
the Chicago Area (4).  These costs include about $1 billion spent through about 1962 plus 
about $400 million expected to be spent in the next few years. These costs cover the 
roads depicted in Map 4, Committed Expressway System on page 53 of the CATS 1962 
Plan, Volume III, Chapter IV The Regional Highway Plan.  This includes Lake Shore 
Drive, Edens Expressway, Kennedy Expressway, Congress (Eisenhower) Expressway, 
Dan Ryan Expressway, I-57 Expressway, Chicago Skyway, Stevenson Expressway, and 
the Tri-State Tollway.  Page 51 of this document states:  "Altogether, they provide 280 
miles of expressways within the Study Area.  When they are complete, an estimated $1.3 
billion will have been spent to build them."  It is unclear if any financing costs are 
included in this figure. 
 
Pages 101-102 of the CATS Plan, Volume III, states that $970 million had been spent for 
construction over 11 years through 1960.  Table 17 on page 99 is based on the 
aforementioned financing document but shows total completed and heavily committed 
expressway construction costs as $1.748 billion.  A column in this table shows a 20-year 
annual rate of $87.4 million which may be estimated financing costs.  These latter two 
figures are not reflected in the direct BCA analysis but the $1,748 billion will be included 
in a sensitivity analysis.  For the base BCA, the calculations assume $88,181,818 
annually from 1950 through 1960, totaling $970 million.  An expenditure of $62,987,013 
annually is assumed from 1961 to 1967 to reach a grand capital costs total of about $1.4 
billion. 
 
Operating and Maintenance Costs 
Calculations for operating and maintenance (O&M) costs are based in part on data in 
State Highway Maintenance Policy Issue Paper by the Wisconsin Transportation Finance 
and Policy Commission (5).  The document cites an informal 2012 survey by the State of 
Indiana of 31 states which found the average per lane mile maintenance costs to be 
$5,818 ($750 in 1960 $).  $750 is multiplied by the 280 miles of Chicago expressways 
which equals $210,000.  It is conservatively assumed that the average number of 
expressway lanes is 6 (3 in each direction).  $210,000 multiplied by 6 equals $1,260,000 
annually.  A conservative assumption is made that about 50 of the 280 miles (18 percent) 
of the expressways are tolled (mainly the Tri-State).  This represents about $226,800 of 
the annual cost.  A 2002 HNTB report, Misouri Toll Feasibility Study, states that 
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estimated Illinois toll operations were about 38 percent of the total O&M (6). Using this 
assumption brings the total estimated annual O&M costs for the tolled portion to 
$596,842 ($370,042 additional).  $1,260,000 plus $370,042 results in annual O&M costs 
of $1,630,042.  This amount is used from 1968-1990 while incremental increases leading 
up to this figure is used for prior years. 
 
Agricultural Costs 
Generally, right-of-way (ROW) for the 280-mile (1,478,400 linear feet) expressway 
system is at least 250 feet wide and ranges up to 375 feet and more, particularly at major 
interchanges.  Using 250 feet calculates to a minimum foot print of 369,600,000 square 
feet or 8,485 acres (13.3 square miles).  An assumption is made that interchanges and 
various locations with wider ROW brings the total 280-mile expressway system to 9,000 
acres.  From viewing historic aerial photographs of the Chicago region it appears that a 
substantial amount of this acreage was already urbanized or developed prior to 
expressway construction.  Accordingly, the area already developed is estimated to be 75 
percent or 6,750 acres.  This leaves an estimated 2,250 acres that is assumed to be land in 
its natural state or in agricultural production. 
 
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1959 Census of Agriculture, Cook 
County had 1,413 farms on a total of 130,937 acres with total farm production valued at 
$20,334,849 (7).  This equates to production valued at $155 per acre.  An assumption is 
made that, of the aforementioned 2,250 non-urbanized acres used for expressway 
construction, the amount in agricultural production makes up 33 percent or 743 acres.  
743 acres multiplied by $155 equals annual farm production losses of $115,165 or 
$117,144 in 1960$.  This amount is used from 1968-1990.  Incremental increases leading 
up to this figure is used for prior years. 
 
Ecological Costs 
Losses are calculated separately for land that will be converted for the project itself and 
for induced development.  Based on the aforementioned calculations for the expressway 
footprint and agricultural land it is assumed that 1,507 acres (2,250 minus743 acres) of 
the expressway footprint was constructed on land in its natural state.  This amount is used 
from 1968-1990.  Incremental increases leading up to this amount is used for prior years.  
According to the Census Bureau, the Chicago urbanized area increased from 708 square 
miles (453,120 acres) to about 1,872 square miles (1,198,080 acres) from 1950 to 1990.  
Of the 744,960 acreage increase, it is assumed that the 280-mile expressway system 
induced 25 percent of this or 186,240 acres.  This amount is increased incrementally from 
1950 to 1990.  No assumption is made that any of the induced development of land was 
in agricultural production. 
 
Annual cost values used per acre are based on Monetization of Environmental Impacts of 
Roads by Peter Bein, B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Highways.  Per Table 4.13 of 
this publication, the 1994 Canadian dollars value of pasture/farmland converted to 
pavement is $12,000 and to settlement is $6,000 per hectare (8). $9,000 is used for 
pavement impact as only about one-half will be pavement and the other half will be 
ROW/land directly adjacent to pavement (median, ditch).  Per the Oanda historical 
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currency converter, the July 1994 Canadian/U.S. currency ratio was $0.7233 which 
translates to $10,233 (pavement) and $6,822 (settlement) per hectare in 2013 U.S. dollars 
(9).  One hectare is 2.47105 acres, therefore the value per acre is $4,141 (pavement) and 
$2,761 (settlement)(2013 US $).  Converted to 1960 $ these respective per acre value 
amounts are $526 (pavement) and $351 (settlement).  These amounts are then multiplied 
by the aforementioned acreage losses to determine the monetized values. 
 
Vehicle Miles Traveled Costs 
The CATS Plan, Volume III, Chapter II Objectives, Table 3, page 11, states that the study 
area had total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) of 13,702,000 in 1958.  Using the known 
total VMT for 1990 from FHWA statistics for the Chicago urbanized area 
(45,066,915,000) equates to a 3.79 annual growth rate (10).  This rate was used to 
determine a starting VMT level of 10,175,127,680 in 1950.  Decennial population data 
for both the Chicago urbanized area and state of Illinois was obtained from the Census 
Bureau.  The Chicago urbanized area population increased about 50 percent from 1950 to 
1990 (11).  Therefore, about 50 percent of the automobile VMT growth is assumed to be 
from the increase in population alone.   Studies have shown that 1 percent decreases in 
travel time and automobile operating costs can increase VMT by up to 1 percent (12). 
 
Another study found that 75 percent of VMT increases in the Chicago area from 1973-
1990 were from heavy trucks, traffic external to the region, and an expanding labor force. 
41.6 percent of the increase alone was due to truck and external travel.  This study also 
concludes that the vast majority of decentralizing development patterns was largely in 
place well before expressway construction.  However, it does acknowledge that these 
patterns could have occurred with the anticipation or expectation that expressway 
development would occur (13).  Recognizing the disparity between these two studies in 
the level of induced traffic, an assumption is made that 25 percent of the VMT increase, 
after accounting for population growth (maintaining per capita VMT), is due to induced 
demand from the expressway system. This is less than 20 percent of the overall VMT 
growth. 
 
The 2013 AAA per mile operating costs of average sedans, SUVs, and minivans is $0.68 
(14).  The variable rate (non-fixed) of this cost assumed is $0.26 (2013 $) or $0.03 in 
1960 $.  The annual automobile induced VMT changes are multiplied by the variable 
operating cost resulting in the total 41-year undiscounted increased auto operating costs 
due to construction of the expressway system.  Note that the CATS 1962 Plan, Volume 
II, Chapter 2 Objectives, Figure 3 on page 12 shows the relationship of automobile 
operating cost to average speed for urban driving.  Vehicle operating costs generally 
decline as speed increases up to about 40 miles-per-hour (MPH) as there are fewer stops 
and starts.  However, after this speed operating costs begin to increase.  Costs approach 
the $0.03 (1960 $) level per mile at about 50 MPH which is the same as the 
aforementioned AAA rate.  Due to the potential positive and negative variability of speed 
changes, no adjustment is made in vehicle operating cost calculations to account for 
speed changes due to construction of the expressway system. 
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A September 2012 American Transportation Research Institute report states that average 
carrier costs per mile for heavy trucks in 2011 was $1.71 ($1.77 in 2013 $ or $0.22 in 
1960 $)(15). The annual heavy truck induced VMT changes are multiplied by the $0.22 
per VMT operating cost value. 
 
Noise Costs 
The Transportation Research Board (TRB) Transportation Benefit-Cost Analysis web site 
provides noise impact values per VMT for urban highways from several studies.  Dollar 
values for noise impacts in these cited studies show the following ranges per VMT 
(converted to 2013 $):  heavy trucks ($0.035-$0.26); and auto ($0.001 and $0.028).  Mid-
levels of $0.1475 for trucks ($0.019 in 1960 $) and $0.0145 for autos ($0.0018 in 1960 $) 
are used in the BCA. 
 
Emissions Costs 
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Clean Energy web site, 
8,887 grams or 0.008887 metric tons (MT) of carbon dioxide (CO2) are emitted per 
gallon of gasoline burned in vehicles (17).  Based on the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (USDOT) publication, Motor Vehicle and Fuel Consumption in the U.S. 
1960-2006, the range of light vehicle MPG  from 1960-1990 was 13.5-20.2 and was 
generally rising (18).  To account for the relatively small proportion of heavy 
trucks/buses compared to all vehicles, an assumption is made that the combined MPG for 
all of these vehicles was 12 MPG in 1950 with increases by 0.15 annually to 18 MPG in 
1990.  Social cost of carbon (SCC) values is from the TIGER BCA Resource Guide.  The 
SCC yearly values by year are adjusted by assuming the year 2014 is 1960.  The data is 
then multiplied for each year by the SCC values converted from 2013 $ to 1960 $.   Per 
the guidance, the CO2 values are only discounted at the 3 percent rate but are also used in 
the 5 and 7 percent benefit columns.  Generally, CO2 increases proportionately to the 
increased fuel consumption brought about by the Project according to the EPA (19). 
 
Respective nitrous oxide (NOX) and particulate matter (PM) values in 2010 dollars from 
the TIGER BCA Resource Guide are $7,385 ($7,890 in 2013 $ and $1,003 in 1960 $) and 
$337,858 ($360,946 in 2013 $ and $45,863 in 1960 $).  According to an October 2008 
EPA Emission Facts Sheet, the average emissions per mile for passenger cars is as 
follows:  NOX - 0.693 g; PM10 - 0.0044 g; and PM2.5 - 0.0041 g (20). According to 
another October 2008 EPA Emission Facts Sheet, the average emissions per mile for 
these vehicles is as follows (respective gas and diesel-based):  NOX - 2.914 g and 8.613 
g; PM10 - 0.051 g and 2.19 g; and PM2.5 - 0.044 g and 0.202 g (21). 
 
According to Methods to Find the Cost Effectiveness of Funding Air Quality Projects, by 
the California Air Resources Board (CARB), the average per mile emission level for 
medium heavy and heavy-duty vehicles for pre-1987 vehicles for NOX is 17.95 grams 
(0.00001795 MT) and PM2.5 is 0.90  grams (0.00000090 MT).  These emissions levels 
are used instead of the aforementioned 2008 EPA amounts as they more closely replicate 
the period of 1950-1990.  According to Table 3 of the same publication, the average per 
mile emissions for automobiles, light trucks and motorcycles over a 6-10 year vehicle 
lifetime for NOX is  0.172 (0.000000172 MT) and  for PM2.5 is 0.087 grams 
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(0.000000087 MT).  Note that these non-heavy truck levels are for newer vehicles in the 
year 2014 so the emissions are likely substantially higher for 1950-1990.  Nevertheless, 
these figures are used as they are higher than the values in the EPA document and they 
more accurately replicate the poorer emissions performance of vehicles operated from 
1960-1990.  PM10 levels are estimated at 7.3 percent higher than PM2.5 per the ratio cited 
in the EPA document (22). 
 
It is recognized that the new expressway system improved average vehicle speeds.  The 
changes in NOX and PM2.5 by variations in speed are shown in Table 4 of the CARB 
document.  Assuming average speed increases due to the project of 50 percent from 30 to 
45 mph does not change average NOX emissions at all while the PM2.5 emission is 
reduced 33 percent.  However, emissions reductions are increasingly evident if starts and 
stops are reduced resulting in less distance traveled below 30 mph.  Therefore an 
assumption is made that the increased emissions from VMT increases are offset by 20 
percent for NOX and 50 percent for PM. 
 
Resource Consumption Costs 
The Victoria Transport Policy Institute (VTPI) Transportation Cost and Benefit Analysis 
web site (VTPI BCA Resource) provides substantial details on numerous monetized 
costs.  Resource consumption costs are external costs of transport resource production 
(primarily petroleum) which is the opposite of social benefits from resource conservation.  
These include military security costs for foreign oil, trade deficits from its importation, 
environmental damages from oil extraction, oil company tax subsidies, and human health 
risks from injuries and pollution during extraction. 
 
The VTPI Transportation Cost Analysis Spreadsheet (VTPI Spreadsheet) has the 
following default cost values per VMT in 2007 $ for average travel:  average car $0.039 
($0.005568 in 1960 $); light truck/van $0.05 ($0.007138 in 1960 $); and diesel bus 
$0.194 ($0.02770 in 1960 $).  0.006353 in 1960 $ is used for combined cars/light 
truck/van (23).  It is assumed that diesel buses and heavy trucks have the same values.  
Values are multiplied by the respective VMT increases in induced demand.  Note that 
average travel is considered 20 percent urban peak, 40 percent urban off-peak, and 40 
percent rural.  Consequently, since most of the Chicago area travel is urban, these and 
other VTPI cost values described below are relatively conservative. 
 
Parking Costs 
The VTPI Spreadsheet has default parking cost values per VMT as follows in 2007 $ for 
average travel:  car/pickup/van $0.064 (internal); $0.060 (external) for a total of $0.124 
or $0.00177 in 1960 $.  Internal costs are paid directly by users while external costs are 
paid by non-users through increased bundled goods costs and services that includes 
free/reduced cost parking.   A calculation is then made for the total estimated 
undiscounted parking costs per induced auto/light truck VMT from the Project. 
 
Health Costs 
Reference is made to Costs and Estimates of Bicycling Investments in Portland, Oregon 
by Thomas Gotschi.  Three studies are cited in this paper for annual per capita health care 
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costs per inactive person, with the average being $544 in 2008 $ ($75 in 1960 $).  The 
paper also notes that there was an annual average increase of 4.2 percent in these costs 
above inflation from 1991-2008 (24).  An assumption is made that the average growth 
rate above inflation was the same from 1950-1990.  Consequently, the 1950 annual per 
capita health care costs for inactive persons is $6.90 (1960 $).  Decennial Census 
population data is used to estimate area population by year.  Per capita VMT increases 
due to the project are calculated based on the aforementioned assumption of induced 
demand.  This figure is then divided by the beginning per capita VMT in 1950 to 
determine the proportionate increase.  In turn, this amount is multiplied by the health care 
costs of the total population due to inactivity.  The result is the increased health care costs 
due to the increased inactivity brought about by the project.  Note that this does not 
include any mortality costs. 
 
The following validation procedure was performed and used in lieu of the data above.  
The VTPI Spreadsheet has default health cost values per VMT as follows in 2007 $ for 
average reductions in walking:  $0.24 (internal); $0.24 (external) for a total of $0.48 or 
$0.06852 in 1960$.  Internal cost reduction is reflected through extended lives and 
reduced mortality rates.  External cost reduction is shown through reduced hospital and 
health care costs. The external cost is reduced further to $0.003283 in 1960 $ to account 
for the aforementioned assumed 4.2 percent annual rise in health care costs above 
inflation.  The resulting estimated external health costs due to the decline in 
cardiovascular activity from the Project are very close to the figures in the above 
procedure. 
 
The VTPI spreadsheet $0.24 value for internal costs is converted to 1960 $.  This figure 
is then reduced further to account for the 1.18 percent annual increase in the value of a 
statistical life documented in the TIGER BCA Guide.  Consequently, the beginning 
internal cost value per VMT in 1950 is $0.0176. 
 
Barrier Effects 
Barrier effects are delay costs to non-motorized travel caused by motorized travel as 
documented in the VTPI BCA Resource.  The VTPI Spreadsheet has default barrier 
effect cost values per VMT as follows in 2007 $ for average travel:  car/pickup/van 
$0.014 ($0.002 in 1960 $) and diesel bus $0.023 ($0.00328 in 1960 $).  It is assumed that 
diesel buses and heavy trucks have the same values.  Values are multiplied by the 
respective VMT increases in induced demand. 
 
Transport Diversity 
According to the VTPI Spreadsheet, the value per VMT for transportation diversity is 
$0.007 in 2007 $ ($0.001 in 1960 $). This represents the costs of declining transportation 
options brought about by the Project that raise overall transportation costs for the public.  
Additionally, the value measures the extent disadvantaged populations (elderly, low 
income, minority) are unable to travel due to reduced accessibility brought about by less 
mode choice. 
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Uncompensated Moving Costs 
According to a 1988 Chicago Tribune article, 50,000 residents in the city of Chicago 
were displaced by the expressway construction program (25).  The 2014 estimated cost to 
move a family in a house or apartment with two bedrooms and about 5,000 pounds of 
belongings is $1,947 or $244 in 1960 $ (26).  According to a Bureau of Labor Statistics 
report on consumer spending for 1960-61, the average household in 1960 was about 3.1 
persons (27).  Therefore, the estimated number of households displaced was about 
16,129.  The number of households is multiplied by the $244 in moving costs and is 
spread out evenly from 1950 through 1967.  Uncompensated moving costs for businesses 
are not included due to the lack of data. 
 
Vehicle Hours Traveled Benefits 
As indicated previously, respective estimated annual VMT in the Chicago urbanized area 
for 1950 and 1990 based on the CATS Plan is 10,175,127,680 and 45,067,000,000.  The 
increase is allocated through annual increments based on an assumption that 84 percent 
will be automobile/light trucks in 1950 which will increase incrementally to 93 percent 
by 1990 with the balance heavy trucks.  These proportions are based on historic Illinois 
traffic statistics from the FHWA.   The respective hourly value of travel time is $1.33 and 
$4.00 from the CATS Plan, Volume III, Chapter II Objectives, Table 2 on page 10.  Page 
9 of the same section of the CATS Plan states that a driver who is able to increase 
average speed from 40 mph to 53 MPH (33 percent) unrestricted speed will save 0.37 
minutes (22.2 seconds) per mile.  This equates to 0.0061 hours saved per VMT.  This 
figure is then multiplied by the total VMT to calculate vehicle hours traveled (VHT) 
saved. The overall assumption is that a typical driver in unrestricted traffic will save 
about 33 percent in travel time due to the expressway system.  This is then reduced by 
one-half to account for peak period congestion. 
 
Property Impacts 
The TIGER BCA Guide states the following: “1) The benefit of any property value 
increase can only be considered as a one-time stock benefit and cannot be treated as a 
stream of benefits accruing annually; 2) It cannot include any investment by developers; 
3) Other benefits to land value already counted, such as travel time savings, must also be 
netted out.” The total discounted monetary travel time benefits for auto and heavy truck 
together under the built scenario is as follows for the noted discount rates: $2.4 billion 
(3%); $1.6 billion (5%); and $1.2 billion (7%). 
 
A 1968 CATS report, Land Values in Chicago Before and After Expressway 
Construction, looked at a total of 11 test/control areas in the vicinity of the following 
expressways:  Ryan (1); Edens (2); Eisenhower (3); Kennedy (3); and Stevenson (2).  
Values of land parcels were compared between two years prior to real estate acquisition 
for expressways and two years after opening them for traffic.  Generally, changes 
between values of parcels were performed while controlling for block distance from the 
expressways.  Source of the data was Olcott’s Land Value Blue Book of Chicago. The 
study concluded that the expressway system yielded considerable land value increases in 
the study areas within the city of Chicago.  Analysis of the specific areas detailed in the 
report showed that the value changes varied considerably.  Ranges were as high as 430 
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percent near the Edens Expressway to decreased values near the Eisenhower.  The study 
surmised that these specific declining values may have been due to rapid increases in the 
proportion of black residents on the west side of Chicago (28). 
 
The paper Highway Noise and Property Values – A Survey of Recent Evidence reviewed 
nine empirical studies.  “The survey suggests noise discounts in the range 0.16 to 0.63% 
per decibel, with a mean of 0.40%.  Noisy and quiet houses will differ by 20-25 decibels 
of noise exposure.  Thus, a $40,000 house would sell for $36,000 to $36,800 if located 
adjacent to a major highway, or at a total discount of 8 to 10% (29).”  The study, Impact 
of Highway Improvements on Property Values in Washington, found that property values 
for residences tended to rise 12-15 percent with increased accessibility.  This would be 
offset 0.2-1.2 percent for each 2½ DBA increase in highway noise.  Commercial-
industrial land values were found to increase 16.7 percent after opening of a highway 
(30).  Per Living with Noise, levels of highway noise typically range from 70-80 dB(A) at 
a distance of 50 feet from the highway.  Preference for sound in homes is in the 40-45 
dB(A) range (31). 
 
Other research has made the case that, while highways generally will improve property 
values nearby, they also tend to reduce land values elsewhere.  Generally, benefits overall 
and to land values will be greater with the first highways constructed in a region while 
additional benefits will become smaller as additional expressways are built.  New 
highways tend to reduce the accessibility premium inherent to residents and businesses 
brought about by the agglomeration effects of dense locations.  Consequently, it is 
unclear that aggregate land values will improve with expressway construction and they 
may even decline (32)(33).  Nevertheless, an attempt is made to account for potential 
property value increases. 
 
According to the 1959 Census of Agriculture, average farmland value per acre in Cook 
and Du Page Counties was $1,544 and $819 per acre or a total average of $1,182.  The 
aforementioned total induced development acreage of the Chicago expressway system 
project assumed is 186,240 acres out of 744,960 or 25 percent.  The total value of this 
land prior to development, assuming the Cook County and Du Page County average 
agricultural per acre land value of $1,182 in 1959, is $220,135,680.  It is assumed that the 
expressway improved the pre-development value of this land about 400 percent or a total 
of $660,407,040. 
 
A back of the envelope calculation is performed to estimate potential increased property 
values due to the Project.  Again, it is assumed that 25 percent of the 280-mile express-
way system induced development effect is already accounted for in the aforementioned 
calculation resulting in a land value increase of $660,407,040.  It is reiterated that 75 
percent of the expressway system or 210 miles is assumed to be in areas that are already 
urbanized.  Based on the aforementioned studies, a rough assumption is made that one 
mile on each side of 210 miles of expressways will experience an average of a 15 percent 
increase in property value.  This is a total of 420 square miles (268,800 acres). 
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A rough estimate is made of the average urbanized area per acre land value in 1960 that 
was already developed. Using the Cook County per acre farmland value of $1,544 in 
1959, it is increased 400 percent to $6,176 which is the estimated undeveloped urbanized 
value.  This figure is then multiplied by 10 for an estimated developed value per acre of 
$61,760 in 1960 $.  268,800 acres multiplied by $61,760 equals $16,601,088,000 in 1960 
$.  Assuming an increased value of 15 percent due to the expressways equates to an 
increase of $2,490,163,200.  Adding this figure to the aforementioned property value 
increase ($660,407,040) due to induced development, results in a total increase in 
property value due to the 280-mile expressway system of about $3,150,570,240.  The 
difference between this value and the travel time savings with both of them discounted is 
then considered additional monetary benefits.  There are additional benefits at the 5 and 7 
percent discount rates. 
 
Safety Benefits 
The CATS Plan, Chapter IV The Regional Highway Plan, page 59, states that there was 
an average of 330 accidents a day in the study area or 120,450 for 1962.  Additionally, 
the death rate annually during that time from traffic accidents was about 500.  Per Table 
10 on the same page, with the committed plan, the estimated number of traffic accidents 
and deaths annually in 1980 was expected to be 781 and 183,960.  Consequently, with the 
committed plan, an assumption is made that accidents increase annually by 2.38 percent.  
A death/crash ratio is calculated for 1962 and then extrapolated annually based upon the 
following 2011 data.  Illinois and Indiana crash statistics for the year 2011 show the 
following combined totals in 2011 for the 10-county region:  215,524 crashes; 445 
deaths; and 60,644 injuries.  The ratio of injuries per accident is about 0.281 (1 injury per 
3.55 accidents).  The ratio of deaths per accident is about 0.0021 (1 death every 484 
accidents) (34)(35). 
 
According to the Illinois Motor Vehicle Accident Cost Study (Cost Study), Division of 
Highways, State of Illinois, there were a total of 105,343 accidents in Cook and Du Page 
Counties, which comprised most of the Chicago urbanized area in 1958.  This is 
relatively close to the estimate based on the 1962 data and assumptions above.  The Cost 
Study provides the following values:  fatality $3,590; injury $1,650; property damage 
$230 (36).  These values are not used in this BCA, in part, as the value for fatalities at the 
time typically only included lost production for those persons that were employed.  See 
below for the methodology used. 
 
A CATS report, The Effect of an Expressway on the Distribution of Traffic and 
Accidents, looked in part at the effect of the new Congress Expressway on accidents 
during the 1953-1960 period and found there was a 25 percent reduction (37).  An 
assumption in the BCA is made that the estimated accidents with the new expressway 
system project will reduce accidents annually by this same amount from 1960 forward.  
This is reduced by 1 percent annually going back from 1960 to 1950 to account for the 
incremental completion of the expressway system. 
The TIGER BCA Guide identifies the value of a statistical life as about $9.5 million in 
2014 dollars.  The guide also states that the annual growth rate in this metric is about 1.18 
percent above inflation.  Using this information, a calculation is made in 1960 dollars to 
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estimate the value of a statistical life of $560,000 in the year 1950.  This amount is 
increased annually by 1.18 percent. 
 
Severity of injury and property damage only (PDO) estimates are based in part on the 
TIGER BCA Guide, Section 3.  Accordingly, the data on number of accidents reduced is 
converted to the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) to determine estimated level of injury by 
severity rates (none, minor, moderate, serious, severe, critical).  Values are converted to 
1960 $.  Values of injuries are then adjusted further to account for the historic rise in 
health care costs above inflation which is an average of about 4.02 percent annually (38).  
The number of non-fatal accidents probability values in Table 4, column 8 on page 13 of 
the TIGER BCA Guide are multiplied by the AIS unit value levels on page 3 of the 
guidance and then multiplied by the number of accidents. 
 
Residual Value 
The methodologies for determining expected useful lives of the different Project elements 
were obtained from the INDOT 2003-2032 Indiana Statewide Long-Range 
Transportation Plan, Residual Value of Investments section (38).  As a result, the 
assumptions below are made with the Project on the original undiscounted capital costs 
(totaling $1.411 billion), expected life based on the 41-year analysis period to determine 
residual value. The total undiscounted residual values are as follows: 

•  ROW, $89.7 million, infinite life, or $89.7 million; 
•  Earth Work, $350.6 million, 100 years life, or $245.4 million; 
•  Structural, $292.6 million, 70 years life, or $167.2 million; 
•  Road Base, $303.9 million, 50 years life, or $121.6 million; 
•  Road Surface, $373.9 million, 30 years life, or 0. 

 
 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
As shown in Table 1 below, at all three discount rates the benefit/cost ratios are about 1.5 
for the Project using all of the aforementioned costs.  As should be expected, the vast 
majority of the initial 280-mile Chicago expressway system benefits, in order of impact, 
are from the estimated reductions in injuries and deaths from accidents in addition to 
reduced travel time for both automobiles and heavy trucks.  After project capital 
expenditures, other substantive costs in descending order are:  travel expenses from 
induced VMT; adverse health effects from increased inactivity/driving; ecological 
impacts from induced land development; emissions; and resource consumption. 
 
The effects on overall land values are difficult, if not impossible to determine.  
Nevertheless, results from the outlined methodology showed that there are some net land 
value increases at the 5 and 7 percent discount rates after accounting for travel time gains.  
However, impact on the B/C ratios was relatively inconsequential. 
 
Cost effectiveness analysis at the mid-range 5 percent discount rate in 1960 dollars shows 
discounted capital expenditures of about:  $134,599 per life saved ($945.6M/7,025); $576 
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per accident reduced ($945.6M/1,640,893); and $0.27 per VHT saved 
($945.6M/3,481,151,891). 
 

 
DISCOUNTED COSTS   

 
3% 

 
5% 

 
7% 

Capital Costs ($1,099.4) ($945.6) ($822.5) 
Operating & Maintenance ($26.0) ($17.4) ($12.1) 
Crops Profits Loss ($1.9) ($1.3) ($0.9) 
Ecological –ROW ($12.7) ($8.4) ($5.9) 
Ecological – Induced Dev. ($633.0) ($402.3) ($268.2) 
VMT Increase – Auto ($1,050.2) ($609.0) ($368.9) 
VMT Increase – Heavy Truck ($827.3) ($501.5) ($318.3) 
Noise Increase – Auto ($63.0) ($36.5) ($22.1) 
Noise Increase – Heavy Truck ($71.5) ($43.3) ($27.5) 
CO2 Increase ($158.0) ($158.0) ($158.0) 
NOX Increase ($59.2) ($35.8) ($22.6) 
PM Increase ($305.7) ($181.5) ($112.8) 
Resource Consumption  ($354.1) ($208.1) ($127.9) 
Parking ($62.0) ($35.9) ($21.8) 
Health Care – Increased Inactivity ($391.4) ($213.4) ($120.6) 
Health – Increased Mortality ($862.7) ($490.6) ($290.8) 
Barrier Effect ($82.4) ($48.1) ($29.3) 
Transport Diversity Loss ($35.0) ($20.3) ($12.3) 
Uncompensated Moving Costs ($3.0) ($2.6) ($2.2) 
TOTAL DISCOUNTED COSTS ($6,098.4) ($3,959.4) ($2,744.6) 
 
DISCOUNTED BENEFITS 

 
3% 

 
5% 

 
7% 

VHT Reduction - Auto $1,724.2 $1,149.9 $811.7 
VHT Reduction – Heavy Truck $658.0 $465.5 $346.7 
Land Value Rise less VHT Benefit  $0 $226.8 $338.4 
Fatalities Reduced $2,579.0 $1,731.1 $1,222.4 
Injuries Reduction $3,312.3 $2,021.5 $1,298.9 
Property Damage Reduction $418.9 $281.5 $199.0 
Residual $185.7 $85.2 $38.9 
TOTAL DISCOUNTED 
BENEFITS 

 
$8,878.1 

 
$5,961.5 

 
$4,256.0 

NET PRESENT VALUE $2,779.7 $2,002.1 $1,511.4 
BENEFIT/COST RATIO 1.46 1.51 1.55 
TABLE 1 Chicago Expressway System Benefit-Cost Analysis Summary 
(1960 $ in millions; numbers may not add exactly due to rounding) 

 
Sensitivity analysis was conducted in an attempt to replicate BCA that planners might 
have conducted in 1960 pursuant to practices in place at that time.  Accordingly, costs 
were only used for capital, O&M, and increased vehicle operating costs due to the initial 
280-mile Chicago expressway construction. The results in Table 2 below show that B/C 
ratios are up to and just over double that of the more complete costing methodology, 
depending on the discount rate used. 
 
Sensitivity analysis is also performed in another scenario where only about one-half of 
the expressway system had been constructed (~140 miles) and the location was focused 
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in exurban areas to facilitate travel around most of the urbanized area (similar to the Tri-
state Expressway).  In this scenario none of the radial expressways from downtown 
Chicago outward are constructed.  Additionally, research shows that optimal pricing for 
all roads could reduce overall VMT by 30 percent (39).  There could be costs associated 
with pricing implementation that include a VMT fee.  To be conservative, an assumption 
is made that pricing via tax increases alone will reduce VMT 10 percent and will not 
incur any implementation charges.   
 
Consequently, further assumptions for costs in this reduced capacity/pricing alternative 
scenario in relation to the built option are as follows:  capital 33 percent (exurban/rural 
construction is less expensive than urban); M&O 50 percent; farm crops production and 
ecological 75 percent (loss of farmland and land in its natural state was predominantly in 
the exurban/rural areas); induced development 33 percent (exurban expressways 
influenced less than urban due to commuting to CBD); moving costs 25 percent (most 
families affected were not in the exurban areas). The amount of the pricing increase for 
all roads does not add any additional costs as society is already incurring the capital and 
O&M costs.  They are just being transferred to the direct users from portions that are 
normally paid for via general revenues. 
 
Benefits assumptions in this reduced capacity/pricing alternative scenario in relation to 
the built option are as follows:  overall VMT/vehicle operating costs reduced by 10 
percent due to the pricing (after accounting for induced VMT reductions from 
constructing only 50 percent of the expressway system); comparably all noise, emissions, 
resource consumption, parking, health (including mortality), barrier effects, transport 
diversity are reduced the same.  The effect on travel time or VHT is influenced by the 
more than 10 percent reduction in VMT due to both pricing and less induced traffic 
countered by a 50 percent loss in expressway capacity.  There likely would be some 
travel time and accident reductions over a do nothing scenario (no expressways at all and 
no VMT reduction) as there would be less traffic under the 50 percent expressway build 
and pricing scenario.  Nevertheless, a conservative assumption is made that there will not 
be any travel time/accident reduction or increase under this scenario. 
 
 3% 5% 7% 
Scenario B/C Ratio NPV B/C Ratio NPV B/C Ratio NPV 
With Project 1.46 $2,779.7 1.51 $2,002.1 1.55 $1,511.4 
Using Only Conventional Costs of Capital, O&M, VMT 

 2.96 $5,875.1 2.77 $3,661.2 2.80 $2,734.2 
Building ½ Expressway (exurban only) and Implementing Pricing to Cover all Costs/Externalities 

 8.37 $4,394.3 7.44 $2,972.7 6.75 $2,136.8 
Assume Capital Costs Increase of about 24 Percent to ($1.748 Billion in full-build scenario) 

All Costs 1.40 $2,560.6 1.43 $1,795.3 1.45 $1,322.8 
Conv. Costs 2.73 $5,655.9 2.50 $3,454.5 2.48 $2,545.6 
½+Pricing 7.94 $4,745.2 6.73 $3,071.9 5.93 $2,155.0 

TABLE 2 Chicago Expressway System Sensitivity Analysis (1960 $ in millions) 
 
As shown in Table 2, if planners had opted to implement one-half the expressway system 
and focus it in the exurban areas, while imposing economically optimal pricing, 
conservative expectations for benefit cost ratios range from 6.75 to 8.37 depending upon 
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the discount rate.  Appendix 1 shows a breakdown of the impact for each of the benefit 
and cost values in this scenario.  Many impacts that were costs under the built scenario 
become benefits. By far, the largest benefits are from the reduced light vehicle and heavy 
truck operating costs due to less travel demand from pricing.  The next largest beneficial 
impact is the reduction in health care and mortality costs as many trips would transition 
from driving to transit and non-motorized modes, which requires more exercise.  
Resource consumption cost reductions from lower fuel production and usage are also 
relatively significant. 
 
Not included in the alternative ½ system expressway construction scenario with 
economically optimal pricing are any transit capital/operating costs possibly necessary to 
provide additional service for associated increases in transit use, or the costs incurred by 
these patrons that switch from driving. 
 
Finally, sensitivity analysis is conducted under all three of the aforementioned scenarios 
with capital costs increased about 24 percent to $1.748 billion.  The results are in Table 2 
and do not show substantive changes in B/C ratios or NPV. 
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Appendix 1 
 

 
DISCOUNTED COSTS   

 
3% 

 
5% 

 
7% 

Capital Costs ($362.8) ($312.0) ($271.4) 
Operating & Maintenance ($13.0) ($8.7) ($6.1) 
Crops Profits Loss ($1.4) ($0.9) ($0.7) 
Ecological –ROW ($9.5) ($6.3) ($4.4) 
Ecological – Induced Dev. ($208.9) ($132.7) ($88.5) 
Uncompensated Moving Costs ($0.8) ($0.6) ($0.5) 
TOTAL DISCOUNTED COSTS ($596.4) ($461.4) ($371.6) 
 
DISCOUNTED BENEFITS 

 
3% 

 
5% 

 
7% 

VMT Decrease – Auto $1,192.1 $801.0 $569.5 
VMT Decrease – Heavy Truck $1,119.1 $797.2 $597.4 
Noise Decrease – Auto $71.5 $48.1 $34.2 
Noise Decrease – Heavy Truck $96.6 $68.8 $51.6 
CO2 Decrease $169.8 $169.8 $169.8 
NOX Decrease $79.0 $56.0 $41.8 
PM Decrease $381.9 $265.4 $194.7 
Resource Consumption Decrease  $424.0 $290.4 $210.1 
Parking Decrease $70.3 $47.3 $33.6 
Health Care – Increased Activity $347.0 $209.7 $134.0 
Health – Decreased Mortality $903.5 $588.4 $405.9 
Barrier Effect Decreased $96.2 $65.3 $46.9 
Transport Diversity Increase $39.7 $26.7 $19.0 
VHT Reduction - Auto $0 $0 $0 
VHT Reduction – Heavy Truck $0 $0 $0 
Land Value Rise less VHT Benefit  $0 $0 $0 
Fatalities Reduced $0 $0 $0 
Injuries Reduction $0 $0 $0 
Property Damage Reduction $0 $0 $0 
Residual $0 $0 $0 
TOTAL DISCOUNTED 
BENEFITS 

 
$4,990.7 

 
$3,434.1 

 
$2,508.4 

NET PRESENT VALUE $4,394.3 $2,972.7 $2,136.8 
BENEFIT/COST RATIO 8.37 7.44 6.75 
½ Chicago Expressway System w/Pricing Benefit-Cost Analysis Summary 
(1960 $ in millions; numbers may not add exactly due to rounding) 
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1

Ye
ar

Calendar 
Year

Capital Costs1 

(Design/Const) O&M Costs2

Farm Crops 
Production Loss 

Costs3

Ecological 
Acreage Loss 

(Project)

Ecological 
Value Per 

Acre
Ecological Land 

Loss Costs4 

Ecological 
Acreage Loss 

Induced 
Development

Ecological 
Value Per 

Acre

Ecological Land Loss 
Induced Development 

Costs4

Chicago UZA 
Estimated 
Population

Chicago UZA Estimated 
AVMT

Chicago UZA 
Estimated Per 

Capita VMT

Chicago UZA 
Expressway-Induced 

AVMT5

Alternate Scenario - 1/2 
Expwy & Pricing, i.e. -66% 

induced &        -10% 
AVMT

Proportio
n Auto 
Traffic Auto VMT Induced VMT Value Auto VMT Costs5

Proportio
n Heavy 

Tk

1 1950 ($88,181,818) ($85,792) ($6,166) 79 ($526) ($41,722) 4,542 ($351) ($1,594,396) 4,920,816 10,175,127,680 2,068 36,906,120 1,015,076,964 0.84 31,001,141 ($0.03) ($930,034) 0.16
2 1951 ($88,181,818) ($171,584) ($12,332) 159 ($526) ($83,445) 9,085 ($351) ($3,188,793) 5,032,519 10,560,765,019 2,099 74,713,380 1,051,145,419 0.84 62,927,345 ($0.03) ($1,887,820) 0.16
3 1952 ($88,181,818) ($257,376) ($18,498) 238 ($526) ($125,167) 13,627 ($351) ($4,783,189) 5,146,757 10,961,018,013 2,130 113,953,536 1,088,580,868 0.84 96,233,761 ($0.03) ($2,887,013) 0.16
4 1953 ($88,181,818) ($343,168) ($24,664) 317 ($526) ($166,889) 18,170 ($351) ($6,377,586) 5,263,588 11,376,440,596 2,161 154,680,893 1,127,435,121 0.85 130,976,046 ($0.03) ($3,929,281) 0.15
5 1954 ($88,181,818) ($428,960) ($30,830) 397 ($526) ($208,612) 22,712 ($351) ($7,971,982) 5,383,072 11,807,607,695 2,193 196,951,818 1,167,761,949 0.85 167,212,093 ($0.03) ($5,016,363) 0.15
6 1955 ($88,181,818) ($514,752) ($36,996) 476 ($526) ($250,334) 27,255 ($351) ($9,566,379) 5,505,267 12,255,116,026 2,226 240,824,810 1,209,617,165 0.85 205,002,119 ($0.03) ($6,150,064) 0.15
7 1956 ($88,181,818) ($600,544) ($43,162) 555 ($526) ($292,056) 31,797 ($351) ($11,160,775) 5,630,237 12,719,584,924 2,259 286,360,589 1,253,058,694 0.85 244,408,762 ($0.03) ($7,332,263) 0.15
8 1957 ($88,181,818) ($686,336) ($49,328) 635 ($526) ($333,779) 36,340 ($351) ($12,755,172) 5,758,043 13,201,657,192 2,293 333,622,173 1,298,146,656 0.86 285,497,175 ($0.03) ($8,564,915) 0.14
9 1958 ($88,181,818) ($772,128) ($55,494) 714 ($526) ($375,501) 40,882 ($351) ($14,349,568) 5,888,751 13,702,000,000 2,327 382,674,972 1,344,943,452 0.86 328,335,126 ($0.03) ($9,850,054) 0.14

10 1959 ($88,181,818) ($857,920) ($61,660) 793 ($526) ($417,223) 45,424 ($351) ($15,943,964) 6,022,425 14,221,305,800 2,361 433,586,872 1,393,513,846 0.86 372,993,107 ($0.03) ($11,189,793) 0.14
11 1960 ($88,181,818) ($943,712) ($67,826) 873 ($526) ($458,946) 49,967 ($351) ($17,538,361) 6,160,320 14,760,293,290 2,396 485,733,952 1,443,970,888 0.86 418,945,533 ($0.03) ($12,568,366) 0.14
12 1961 ($62,987,013) ($1,029,504) ($73,992) 952 ($526) ($500,668) 54,509 ($351) ($19,132,757) 6,248,413 15,319,708,406 2,452 571,591,913 1,494,245,774 0.86 494,284,107 ($0.03) ($14,828,523) 0.14
13 1962 ($62,987,013) ($1,115,296) ($80,158) 1,031 ($526) ($542,390) 59,052 ($351) ($20,727,154) 6,337,765 15,900,325,354 2,509 660,703,892 1,546,426,079 0.87 572,830,274 ($0.03) ($17,184,908) 0.13
14 1963 ($62,987,013) ($1,201,088) ($86,324) 1,110 ($526) ($584,112) 63,594 ($351) ($22,321,550) 6,428,395 16,502,947,685 2,567 753,193,214 1,600,584,016 0.87 654,713,201 ($0.03) ($19,641,396) 0.13
15 1964 ($62,987,013) ($1,286,880) ($92,490) 1,190 ($526) ($625,835) 68,137 ($351) ($23,915,947) 6,520,321 17,128,409,402 2,627 849,187,882 1,656,794,540 0.87 740,067,239 ($0.03) ($22,202,017) 0.13
16 1965 ($62,987,013) ($1,372,672) ($98,656) 1,269 ($526) ($667,557) 72,679 ($351) ($25,510,343) 6,613,562 17,777,576,119 2,688 948,820,747 1,715,135,443 0.87 829,032,128 ($0.03) ($24,870,964) 0.13
17 1966 ($62,987,013) ($1,458,464) ($104,822) 1,348 ($526) ($709,279) 77,221 ($351) ($27,104,739) 6,708,135 18,451,346,253 2,751 1,052,229,698 1,775,687,465 0.88 921,753,216 ($0.03) ($27,652,596) 0.12
18 1967 ($62,987,013) ($1,544,256) ($110,988) 1,428 ($526) ($751,002) 81,764 ($351) ($28,699,136) 6,804,062 19,150,652,277 2,815 1,159,557,849 1,838,534,410 0.88 1,018,381,680 ($0.03) ($30,551,450) 0.12
19 1968 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 86,306 ($351) ($30,293,532) 6,901,360 19,876,461,998 2,880 1,270,953,736 1,903,763,253 0.88 1,119,074,764 ($0.03) ($33,572,243) 0.12
20 1969 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 90,849 ($351) ($31,887,929) 7,000,049 20,629,779,907 2,947 1,386,571,527 1,971,464,270 0.88 1,223,996,016 ($0.03) ($36,719,880) 0.12
21 1970 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 95,391 ($351) ($33,482,325) 7,102,995 21,411,648,566 3,014 1,504,457,471 2,041,870,664 0.88 1,331,444,861 ($0.03) ($39,943,346) 0.12
22 1971 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 99,934 ($351) ($35,076,722) 7,120,042 22,223,150,047 3,121 1,694,030,875 2,110,508,967 0.89 1,503,028,894 ($0.03) ($45,090,867) 0.11
23 1972 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 104,476 ($351) ($36,671,118) 7,137,130 23,065,407,433 3,232 1,890,789,112 2,181,748,662 0.89 1,681,856,915 ($0.03) ($50,455,707) 0.11
24 1973 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 109,019 ($351) ($38,265,515) 7,154,259 23,939,586,375 3,346 2,095,004,486 2,255,688,341 0.89 1,868,220,251 ($0.03) ($56,046,608) 0.11
25 1974 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 113,561 ($351) ($39,859,911) 7,171,430 24,846,896,699 3,465 2,306,959,623 2,332,430,335 0.89 2,062,421,903 ($0.03) ($61,872,657) 0.11
26 1975 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 118,103 ($351) ($41,454,307) 7,188,641 25,788,594,084 3,587 2,526,947,860 2,412,080,850 0.90 2,264,777,019 ($0.03) ($67,943,311) 0.10
27 1976 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 122,646 ($351) ($43,048,704) 7,205,894 26,765,981,799 3,714 2,755,273,650 2,494,750,119 0.90 2,475,613,375 ($0.03) ($74,268,401) 0.10
28 1977 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 127,188 ($351) ($44,643,100) 7,223,188 27,780,412,510 3,846 2,992,252,988 2,580,552,554 0.90 2,695,271,879 ($0.03) ($80,858,156) 0.10
29 1978 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 131,731 ($351) ($46,237,497) 7,240,524 28,833,290,144 3,982 3,238,213,843 2,669,606,901 0.90 2,924,107,100 ($0.03) ($87,723,213) 0.10
30 1979 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 136,273 ($351) ($47,831,893) 7,257,901 29,926,071,840 4,123 3,493,496,615 2,762,036,407 0.91 3,162,487,810 ($0.03) ($94,874,634) 0.09
31 1980 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 140,816 ($351) ($49,426,290) 7,278,454 31,060,269,963 4,267 3,755,118,876 2,858,189,150 0.91 3,407,770,380 ($0.03) ($102,233,111) 0.09
32 1981 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 145,358 ($351) ($51,020,686) 7,289,372 32,237,454,195 4,423 4,037,343,995 2,957,280,716 0.91 3,672,973,699 ($0.03) ($110,189,211) 0.09
33 1982 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 149,901 ($351) ($52,615,083) 7,300,306 33,459,253,708 4,583 4,330,265,446 3,060,127,851 0.91 3,949,202,087 ($0.03) ($118,476,063) 0.09
34 1983 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 154,443 ($351) ($54,209,479) 7,311,256 34,727,359,424 4,750 4,634,288,620 3,166,872,893 0.91 4,236,898,371 ($0.03) ($127,106,951) 0.09
35 1984 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 158,985 ($351) ($55,803,875) 7,322,223 36,043,526,346 4,922 4,949,834,272 3,277,663,573 0.92 4,536,523,110 ($0.03) ($136,095,693) 0.08
36 1985 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 163,528 ($351) ($57,398,272) 7,333,206 37,409,575,995 5,101 5,277,339,105 3,392,653,219 0.92 4,848,555,302 ($0.03) ($145,456,659) 0.08
37 1986 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 168,070 ($351) ($58,992,668) 7,344,206 38,827,398,925 5,287 5,617,256,370 3,512,000,972 0.92 5,173,493,117 ($0.03) ($155,204,794) 0.08
38 1987 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 172,613 ($351) ($60,587,065) 7,355,223 40,298,957,344 5,479 5,970,056,500 3,635,872,005 0.92 5,511,854,664 ($0.03) ($165,355,640) 0.08
39 1988 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 177,155 ($351) ($62,181,461) 7,366,255 41,826,287,828 5,678 6,336,227,755 3,764,437,751 0.93 5,864,178,788 ($0.03) ($175,925,364) 0.07
40 1989 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 181,698 ($351) ($63,775,858) 7,377,305 43,411,504,136 5,884 6,716,276,901 3,897,876,138 0.93 6,231,025,895 ($0.03) ($186,930,777) 0.07
41 1990 ($1,630,042) ($117,144) 1,507 ($526) ($792,682) 186,240 ($351) ($65,370,240) 7,391,439 45,067,000,000 6,097 7,108,606,071 4,037,531,999 0.93 6,611,003,646 ($0.03) ($198,330,109) 0.07

TOTALS ($1,410,909,091) ($52,161,398) ($3,748,698) ($25,366,203) ($1,372,775,321) 965,427,750,996 94,622,860,007 90,297,666,339 85,930,373,902 ($2,577,911,217)
3% Discount ($1,099,415,636) ($26,018,018) ($1,869,862) ($12,652,691) ($633,032,940) ($1,050,206,719)
5% Discount ($945,556,000) ($17,364,808) ($1,247,981) ($8,444,625) ($402,267,495)  ($608,993,110)
7% Discount ($822,503,312) ($12,100,315) ($869,636) ($5,884,488) ($268,145,274)  ($368,897,767)
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2

Ye
ar

Calendar 
Year

1 1950
2 1951
3 1952
4 1953
5 1954
6 1955
7 1956
8 1957
9 1958

10 1959
11 1960
12 1961
13 1962
14 1963
15 1964
16 1965
17 1966
18 1967
19 1968
20 1969
21 1970
22 1971
23 1972
24 1973
25 1974
26 1975
27 1976
28 1977
29 1978
30 1979
31 1980
32 1981
33 1982
34 1983
35 1984
36 1985
37 1986
38 1987
39 1988
40 1989
41 1990

TOTALS
3% Discount
5% Discount
7% Discount

Heavy Truck VMT 
Induced VMT Value Heavy Truck VMT Costs5

Auto Noise 
Value (per 

VMT) Auto Noise Costs6

Truck Noise 
Value (per 

VMT) Truck Noise  Costs6

Combined 
Auto/Light Truck & 
Heavy Truck MPG

CO2 Increase 
(MT)

CO2 Value 
(per MT)

Undiscounted CO2 
Costs @ 3% Avg 

SCC

NPV CO2 Disbenefits 
@ 3% Avg SCC7 

[Undisc/(1.03^A)]

NOX 

Increase 
(MT)

NOX Value 
(per MT) NOX Costs8

PM10 

Increase 
(per MT)

PM2.5 

Increase 
(per MT)

PM Value 
(per MT) PM Costs8

5,904,979 ($0.22) ($1,299,095) ($0.0018) ($55,802) ($0.0190) ($112,195) 12.00 27,332 ($3.81) ($104,135) ($101,102) 112 ($1,003) ($89,508) 9 8 ($45,863) ($380,846)
11,786,036 ($0.22) ($2,592,928) ($0.0018) ($113,269) ($0.0190) ($223,935) 12.15 54,648 ($3.94) ($215,315) ($202,955) 223 ($1,003) ($178,804) 17 16 ($45,863) ($764,495)
17,719,775 ($0.22) ($3,898,350) ($0.0018) ($173,221) ($0.0190) ($336,676) 12.30 82,334 ($4.07) ($335,098) ($306,662) 335 ($1,003) ($269,057) 26 24 ($45,863) ($1,156,106)
23,704,847 ($0.22) ($5,215,066) ($0.0018) ($235,757) ($0.0190) ($450,392) 12.45 110,414 ($4.19) ($462,633) ($411,043) 449 ($1,003) ($360,256) 35 33 ($45,863) ($1,555,852)
29,739,724 ($0.22) ($6,542,739) ($0.0018) ($300,982) ($0.0190) ($565,055) 12.60 138,914 ($4.32) ($600,107) ($517,657) 564 ($1,003) ($452,387) 44 41 ($45,863) ($1,963,906)
35,822,690 ($0.22) ($7,880,992) ($0.0018) ($369,004) ($0.0190) ($680,631) 12.75 167,860 ($4.45) ($746,975) ($625,580) 680 ($1,003) ($545,434) 54 50 ($45,863) ($2,380,444)
41,951,826 ($0.22) ($9,229,402) ($0.0018) ($439,936) ($0.0190) ($797,085) 12.90 197,278 ($4.57) ($901,561) ($733,051) 797 ($1,003) ($639,379) 63 59 ($45,863) ($2,805,644)
48,124,999 ($0.22) ($10,587,500) ($0.0018) ($513,895) ($0.0190) ($914,375) 13.05 227,195 ($4.70) ($1,067,818) ($842,946) 915 ($1,003) ($734,200) 73 68 ($45,863) ($3,239,682)
54,339,846 ($0.22) ($11,954,766) ($0.0018) ($591,003) ($0.0190) ($1,032,457) 13.20 257,639 ($4.83) ($1,244,396) ($953,726) 1,034 ($1,003) ($829,872) 83 77 ($45,863) ($3,682,740)
60,593,765 ($0.22) ($13,330,628) ($0.0018) ($671,388) ($0.0190) ($1,151,282) 13.35 288,636 ($4.96) ($1,431,633) ($1,065,269) 1,154 ($1,003) ($926,370) 93 87 ($45,863) ($4,134,996)
66,788,418 ($0.22) ($14,693,452) ($0.0018) ($754,102) ($0.0190) ($1,268,980) 13.50 319,757 ($5.08) ($1,624,365) ($1,173,476) 1,274 ($1,003) ($1,022,199) 104 97 ($45,863) ($4,590,070)
77,307,806 ($0.22) ($17,007,717) ($0.0018) ($889,711) ($0.0190) ($1,468,848) 13.65 372,142 ($5.34) ($1,987,238) ($1,393,809) 1,476 ($1,003) ($1,184,544) 121 113 ($45,863) ($5,351,703)
87,873,618 ($0.22) ($19,332,196) ($0.0018) ($1,031,094) ($0.0190) ($1,669,599) 13.80 425,484 ($5.46) ($2,323,141) ($1,581,946) 1,680 ($1,003) ($1,348,018) 138 129 ($45,863) ($6,128,588)
98,480,013 ($0.22) ($21,665,603) ($0.0018) ($1,178,484) ($0.0190) ($1,871,120) 13.95 479,830 ($5.59) ($2,682,250) ($1,773,283) 1,885 ($1,003) ($1,512,557) 156 146 ($45,863) ($6,921,010)

109,120,643 ($0.22) ($24,006,541) ($0.0018) ($1,332,121) ($0.0190) ($2,073,292) 14.10 535,229 ($5.72) ($3,061,511) ($1,965,068) 2,091 ($1,003) ($1,678,088) 174 163 ($45,863) ($7,729,251)
119,788,619 ($0.22) ($26,353,496) ($0.0018) ($1,492,258) ($0.0190) ($2,275,984) 14.25 591,731 ($5.84) ($3,455,710) ($2,153,484) 2,299 ($1,003) ($1,844,532) 193 180 ($45,863) ($8,553,596)
130,476,483 ($0.22) ($28,704,826) ($0.0018) ($1,659,156) ($0.0190) ($2,479,053) 14.40 649,386 ($5.97) ($3,876,837) ($2,345,550) 2,507 ($1,003) ($2,011,802) 212 198 ($45,863) ($9,394,327)
141,176,168 ($0.22) ($31,058,757) ($0.0018) ($1,833,087) ($0.0190) ($2,682,347) 14.55 708,247 ($6.10) ($4,320,305) ($2,537,724) 2,717 ($1,003) ($2,179,805) 231 216 ($45,863) ($10,251,723)
151,878,971 ($0.22) ($33,413,374) ($0.0018) ($2,014,335) ($0.0190) ($2,885,700) 14.70 768,365 ($6.23) ($4,786,914) ($2,729,910) 2,927 ($1,003) ($2,348,437) 251 234 ($45,863) ($11,126,062)
162,575,512 ($0.22) ($35,766,613) ($0.0018) ($2,203,193) ($0.0190) ($3,088,935) 14.85 829,795 ($6.35) ($5,269,201) ($2,917,429) 3,138 ($1,003) ($2,517,587) 271 253 ($45,863) ($12,017,620)
173,012,609 ($0.22) ($38,062,774) ($0.0018) ($2,396,601) ($0.0190) ($3,287,240) 15.00 891,341 ($6.48) ($5,775,889) ($3,104,825) 3,344 ($1,003) ($2,683,363) 291 272 ($45,863) ($12,908,532)
191,001,981 ($0.22) ($42,020,436) ($0.0018) ($2,705,452) ($0.0190) ($3,629,038) 15.15 993,720 ($6.73) ($6,687,733) ($3,490,278) 3,698 ($1,003) ($2,967,137) 325 303 ($45,863) ($14,387,800)
208,932,197 ($0.22) ($45,965,083) ($0.0018) ($3,027,342) ($0.0190) ($3,969,712) 15.30 1,098,264 ($6.73) ($7,391,318) ($3,745,120) 4,052 ($1,003) ($3,251,101) 359 334 ($45,863) ($15,894,496)
226,784,236 ($0.22) ($49,892,532) ($0.0018) ($3,362,796) ($0.0190) ($4,308,900) 15.45 1,205,068 ($6.86) ($8,266,768) ($4,066,702) 4,406 ($1,003) ($3,535,023) 393 367 ($45,863) ($17,429,012)
244,537,720 ($0.22) ($53,798,298) ($0.0018) ($3,712,359) ($0.0190) ($4,646,217) 15.60 1,314,228 ($6.99) ($9,186,451) ($4,387,500) 4,759 ($1,003) ($3,818,652) 429 400 ($45,863) ($18,991,728)
262,170,840 ($0.22) ($57,677,585) ($0.0018) ($4,076,599) ($0.0190) ($4,981,246) 15.75 1,425,840 ($7.12) ($10,151,983) ($4,707,421) 5,112 ($1,003) ($4,101,720) 465 433 ($45,863) ($20,583,015)
279,660,275 ($0.22) ($61,525,261) ($0.0018) ($4,456,104) ($0.0190) ($5,313,545) 15.90 1,540,007 ($7.24) ($11,149,653) ($5,019,452) 5,464 ($1,003) ($4,383,938) 501 467 ($45,863) ($22,203,231)
296,981,109 ($0.22) ($65,335,844) ($0.0018) ($4,851,489) ($0.0190) ($5,642,641) 16.05 1,656,832 ($7.37) ($12,210,851) ($5,337,079) 5,814 ($1,003) ($4,664,996) 538 502 ($45,863) ($23,852,719)
314,106,743 ($0.22) ($69,103,483) ($0.0018) ($5,263,393) ($0.0190) ($5,968,028) 16.20 1,776,420 ($7.50) ($13,323,151) ($5,653,631) 6,162 ($1,003) ($4,944,562) 576 537 ($45,863) ($25,531,808)
331,008,804 ($0.22) ($72,821,937) ($0.0018) ($5,692,478) ($0.0190) ($6,289,167) 16.35 1,898,881 ($7.62) ($14,469,473) ($5,961,231) 6,508 ($1,003) ($5,222,281) 615 573 ($45,863) ($27,240,810)
347,348,496 ($0.22) ($76,416,669) ($0.0018) ($6,133,987) ($0.0190) ($6,599,621) 16.50 2,022,530 ($7.75) ($15,674,606) ($6,269,641) 6,846 ($1,003) ($5,492,892) 654 609 ($45,863) ($28,954,295)
364,370,296 ($0.22) ($80,161,465) ($0.0018) ($6,611,353) ($0.0190) ($6,923,036) 16.65 2,154,948 ($7.88) ($16,980,986) ($6,594,346) 7,199 ($1,003) ($5,776,192) 695 647 ($45,863) ($30,779,350)
381,063,359 ($0.22) ($83,833,939) ($0.0018) ($7,108,564) ($0.0190) ($7,240,204) 16.80 2,290,659 ($8.00) ($18,325,271) ($6,909,108) 7,548 ($1,003) ($6,056,342) 737 687 ($45,863) ($32,635,938)
397,390,249 ($0.22) ($87,425,855) ($0.0018) ($7,626,417) ($0.0190) ($7,550,415) 16.95 2,429,789 ($8.00) ($19,438,312) ($7,115,295) 7,892 ($1,003) ($6,332,868) 779 726 ($45,863) ($34,524,287)
413,311,162 ($0.22) ($90,928,456) ($0.0018) ($8,165,742) ($0.0190) ($7,852,912) 17.10 2,572,467 ($8.26) ($21,248,573) ($7,551,390) 8,232 ($1,003) ($6,605,261) 823 767 ($45,863) ($36,444,600)
428,783,802 ($0.22) ($94,332,436) ($0.0018) ($8,727,400) ($0.0190) ($8,146,892) 17.25 2,718,824 ($8.39) ($22,810,933) ($7,870,511) 8,566 ($1,003) ($6,872,982) 867 808 ($45,863) ($38,397,048)
443,763,253 ($0.22) ($97,627,916) ($0.0018) ($9,312,288) ($0.0190) ($8,431,502) 17.40 2,868,998 ($8.51) ($24,415,169) ($8,178,665) 8,893 ($1,003) ($7,135,455) 911 849 ($45,863) ($40,381,770)
458,201,836 ($0.22) ($100,804,404) ($0.0018) ($9,921,338) ($0.0190) ($8,705,835) 17.55 3,023,128 ($8.64) ($26,119,824) ($8,494,850) 9,212 ($1,003) ($7,392,068) 957 892 ($45,863) ($42,398,868)
472,048,968 ($0.22) ($103,850,773) ($0.0018) ($10,555,522) ($0.0190) ($8,968,930) 17.70 3,181,359 ($8.77) ($27,900,519) ($8,809,688) 9,524 ($1,003) ($7,642,170) 1,003 935 ($45,863) ($44,448,408)
485,251,006 ($0.22) ($106,755,221) ($0.0018) ($11,215,847) ($0.0190) ($9,219,769) 17.85 3,343,840 ($8.89) ($29,726,742) ($9,112,936) 9,827 ($1,003) ($7,885,069) 1,050 979 ($45,863) ($46,530,411)
497,602,425 ($0.22) ($109,472,534) ($0.0018) ($11,899,807) ($0.0190) ($9,454,446) 18.00 3,509,677 ($8.89) ($31,201,027) ($9,286,299) 10,117 ($1,003) ($8,117,604) 1,098 1,023 ($45,863) ($48,630,327)

8,692,486,106 ($1,912,346,943) ($154,674,673) ($165,157,236) 37,312,251 ($157,997,639) 171,429 ($137,554,508) 16,416 15,299 ($727,277,113)
 ($827,342,985) ($63,012,403) ($71,452,349) ($157,997,639) ($59,198,585) ($305,671,674)

($501,504,473) ($36,539,587) ($43,311,750) ($157,997,639)  ($35,751,674) ($181,481,491)
($318,326,231) ($22,133,866) ($27,491,811) ($157,997,639) ($22,608,483) ($112,760,006)
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Calendar 
Year

1 1950
2 1951
3 1952
4 1953
5 1954
6 1955
7 1956
8 1957
9 1958

10 1959
11 1960
12 1961
13 1962
14 1963
15 1964
16 1965
17 1966
18 1967
19 1968
20 1969
21 1970
22 1971
23 1972
24 1973
25 1974
26 1975
27 1976
28 1977
29 1978
30 1979
31 1980
32 1981
33 1982
34 1983
35 1984
36 1985
37 1986
38 1987
39 1988
40 1989
41 1990

TOTALS
3% Discount
5% Discount
7% Discount

Resource 
Externalities 

Value-Car

Resource 
Externalities 
Value-Hvy Tk

Resource Consumption 
Costs9

Parking Internal 
+ External Costs 

Value Total Parking Costs10

Annual Inactivity 
Health Care Costs 

Per Capita
Chicago UZA 
Population

Chicago UZA 
Per Capita 

VMT

Per Capita VMT 
Increase due to 

Project Health Costs11

Health Costs 
Value - 

External
Health Costs - Reduced 
Cardivascular Activity11 

Mortality Costs 
Value - Internal

Mortality  Costs - 
Reduced Cardivascular 

Activity11 
Barrier Effect 

Value-Car

Barrier Effect 
Value-Heavy 

Truck Barrier Effect Costs12
Transport 

Diversity Value
Transport Diversity 

Costs-Auto13

($0.00635) ($0.02770) ($360,518) ($0.00177) ($54,872) ($6.90) 4,920,816 2,068 6 (101,764) ($0.00328) ($101,777) ($0.01760) ($545,620) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($81,371) ($0.00100) ($31,001)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($775,774) ($0.00177) ($111,381) ($7.19) 5,032,519 2,099 13 (215,240) ($0.00342) ($215,267) ($0.01781) ($1,120,590) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($164,513) ($0.00100) ($62,927)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($1,177,947) ($0.00177) ($170,334) ($7.49) 5,146,757 2,130 19 (342,988) ($0.00356) ($343,031) ($0.01802) ($1,733,922) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($250,588) ($0.00100) ($96,234)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($1,591,793) ($0.00177) ($231,828) ($7.81) 5,263,588 2,161 25 (486,420) ($0.00371) ($486,481) ($0.01823) ($2,387,748) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($339,704) ($0.00100) ($130,976)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($2,017,685) ($0.00177) ($295,965) ($8.13) 5,383,072 2,193 31 (647,075) ($0.00387) ($647,157) ($0.01845) ($3,084,317) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($431,970) ($0.00100) ($167,212)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($2,456,004) ($0.00177) ($362,854) ($8.48) 5,505,267 2,226 37 (826,634) ($0.00403) ($826,738) ($0.01866) ($3,825,995) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($527,503) ($0.00100) ($205,002)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($2,907,144) ($0.00177) ($432,604) ($8.83) 5,630,237 2,259 43 (1,026,927) ($0.00420) ($1,027,056) ($0.01888) ($4,615,274) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($626,420) ($0.00100) ($244,409)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($3,371,512) ($0.00177) ($505,330) ($9.20) 5,758,043 2,293 50 (1,249,949) ($0.00438) ($1,250,106) ($0.01911) ($5,454,780) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($728,844) ($0.00100) ($285,497)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($3,849,527) ($0.00177) ($581,153) ($9.59) 5,888,751 2,327 56 (1,497,875) ($0.00456) ($1,498,063) ($0.01933) ($6,347,276) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($834,905) ($0.00100) ($328,335)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($4,341,618) ($0.00177) ($660,198) ($9.99) 6,022,425 2,361 62 (1,773,073) ($0.00475) ($1,773,296) ($0.01956) ($7,295,676) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($944,734) ($0.00100) ($372,993)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($4,841,310) ($0.00177) ($741,534) ($10.41) 6,160,320 2,396 68 (2,075,158) ($0.00495) ($2,075,418) ($0.01979) ($8,291,192) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($1,056,957) ($0.00100) ($418,946)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($5,670,615) ($0.00177) ($874,883) ($10.85) 6,248,413 2,452 79 (2,551,161) ($0.00516) ($2,551,482) ($0.02002) ($9,897,619) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($1,242,138) ($0.00100) ($494,284)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($6,524,107) ($0.00177) ($1,013,910) ($11.30) 6,337,765 2,509 90 (3,080,739) ($0.00538) ($3,081,126) ($0.02026) ($11,605,791) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($1,433,886) ($0.00100) ($572,830)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($7,402,549) ($0.00177) ($1,158,842) ($11.78) 6,428,395 2,567 102 (3,669,001) ($0.00560) ($3,669,461) ($0.02050) ($13,421,299) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($1,632,441) ($0.00100) ($654,713)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($8,306,722) ($0.00177) ($1,309,919) ($12.27) 6,520,321 2,627 114 (4,321,511) ($0.00584) ($4,322,053) ($0.02074) ($15,350,032) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($1,838,050) ($0.00100) ($740,067)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($9,237,434) ($0.00177) ($1,467,387) ($12.79) 6,613,562 2,688 125 (5,044,330) ($0.00609) ($5,044,963) ($0.02099) ($17,398,193) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($2,050,971) ($0.00100) ($829,032)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($10,195,517) ($0.00177) ($1,631,503) ($13.33) 6,708,135 2,751 137 (5,844,058) ($0.00634) ($5,844,792) ($0.02123) ($19,572,312) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($2,271,469) ($0.00100) ($921,753)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($11,181,825) ($0.00177) ($1,802,536) ($13.89) 6,804,062 2,815 150 (6,727,879) ($0.00661) ($6,728,724) ($0.02148) ($21,879,265) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($2,499,821) ($0.00100) ($1,018,382)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($12,197,241) ($0.00177) ($1,980,762) ($14.47) 6,901,360 2,880 162 (7,703,612) ($0.00688) ($7,704,579) ($0.02174) ($24,326,292) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($2,736,313) ($0.00100) ($1,119,075)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($13,242,673) ($0.00177) ($2,166,473) ($15.08) 7,000,049 2,947 175 (8,779,768) ($0.00717) ($8,780,870) ($0.02199) ($26,921,019) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($2,981,240) ($0.00100) ($1,223,996)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($14,298,966) ($0.00177) ($2,356,657) ($15.71) 7,102,995 3,014 187 (9,951,624) ($0.00748) ($9,952,873) ($0.02225) ($29,629,843) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($3,230,371) ($0.00100) ($1,331,445)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($16,022,381) ($0.00177) ($2,660,361) ($16.37) 7,120,042 3,121 211 (11,705,927) ($0.00779) ($11,707,396) ($0.02252) ($33,842,947) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($3,632,544) ($0.00100) ($1,503,029)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($17,795,880) ($0.00177) ($2,976,887) ($17.06) 7,137,130 3,232 236 (13,648,824) ($0.00812) ($13,650,537) ($0.02278) ($38,316,388) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($4,049,011) ($0.00100) ($1,681,857)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($19,621,016) ($0.00177) ($3,306,750) ($17.77) 7,154,259 3,346 261 (15,797,996) ($0.00846) ($15,799,978) ($0.02305) ($43,064,387) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($4,480,293) ($0.00100) ($1,868,220)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($21,499,387) ($0.00177) ($3,650,487) ($18.52) 7,171,430 3,465 288 (18,172,687) ($0.00881) ($18,174,968) ($0.02332) ($48,101,917) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($4,926,928) ($0.00100) ($2,062,422)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($23,432,640) ($0.00177) ($4,008,655) ($19.30) 7,188,641 3,587 315 (20,793,845) ($0.00918) ($20,796,455) ($0.02360) ($53,444,743) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($5,389,474) ($0.00100) ($2,264,777)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($25,422,469) ($0.00177) ($4,381,836) ($20.11) 7,205,894 3,714 344 (23,684,264) ($0.00957) ($23,687,236) ($0.02388) ($59,109,467) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($5,868,512) ($0.00100) ($2,475,613)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($27,470,618) ($0.00177) ($4,770,631) ($20.95) 7,223,188 3,846 373 (26,868,744) ($0.00997) ($26,872,117) ($0.02416) ($65,113,565) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($6,364,642) ($0.00100) ($2,695,272)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($29,578,881) ($0.00177) ($5,175,670) ($21.83) 7,240,524 3,982 404 (30,374,266) ($0.01039) ($30,378,078) ($0.02444) ($71,475,441) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($6,878,484) ($0.00100) ($2,924,107)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($31,749,107) ($0.00177) ($5,597,603) ($22.75) 7,257,901 4,123 436 (34,230,173) ($0.01083) ($34,234,469) ($0.02473) ($78,214,470) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($7,410,684) ($0.00100) ($3,162,488)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($33,953,034) ($0.00177) ($6,031,754) ($23.71) 7,278,454 4,267 468 (38,434,238) ($0.01128) ($38,439,061) ($0.02502) ($85,275,298) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($7,954,844) ($0.00100) ($3,407,770)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($36,318,089) ($0.00177) ($6,501,163) ($24.70) 7,289,372 4,423 504 (43,165,173) ($0.01175) ($43,170,591) ($0.02532) ($92,996,245) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($8,541,082) ($0.00100) ($3,672,974)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($38,752,758) ($0.00177) ($6,990,088) ($25.74) 7,300,306 4,583 541 (48,360,718) ($0.01225) ($48,366,788) ($0.02562) ($101,169,972) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($9,148,292) ($0.00100) ($3,949,202)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($41,259,164) ($0.00177) ($7,499,310) ($26.82) 7,311,256 4,750 580 (54,062,877) ($0.01276) ($54,069,662) ($0.02592) ($109,820,898) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($9,777,237) ($0.00100) ($4,236,898)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($43,839,494) ($0.00177) ($8,029,646) ($27.95) 7,322,223 4,922 620 (60,317,308) ($0.01330) ($60,324,878) ($0.02623) ($118,974,735) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($10,428,707) ($0.00100) ($4,536,523)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($46,495,996) ($0.00177) ($8,581,943) ($29.12) 7,333,206 5,101 661 (67,173,642) ($0.01386) ($67,182,073) ($0.02654) ($128,658,549) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($11,103,521) ($0.00100) ($4,848,555)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($49,230,983) ($0.00177) ($9,157,083) ($30.34) 7,344,206 5,287 704 (74,685,817) ($0.01444) ($74,695,191) ($0.02685) ($138,900,832) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($11,802,530) ($0.00100) ($5,173,493)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($52,046,833) ($0.00177) ($9,755,983) ($31.62) 7,355,223 5,479 749 (82,912,448) ($0.01504) ($82,922,854) ($0.02717) ($149,731,579) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($12,526,611) ($0.00100) ($5,511,855)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($54,945,993) ($0.00177) ($10,379,596) ($32.95) 7,366,255 5,678 796 (91,917,225) ($0.01568) ($91,928,761) ($0.02749) ($161,182,365) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($13,276,678) ($0.00100) ($5,864,179)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($57,930,978) ($0.00177) ($11,028,916) ($34.33) 7,377,305 5,884 845 (101,769,344) ($0.01633) ($101,782,117) ($0.02781) ($173,286,429) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($14,053,675) ($0.00100) ($6,231,026)
($0.00714) ($0.02770) ($60,986,153) ($0.00177) ($11,701,476) ($35.77) 7,391,439 6,097 894 (112,510,365) ($0.01702) ($112,524,486) ($0.02814) ($186,023,181) ($0.00200) ($0.00328) ($14,854,143) ($0.00100) ($6,611,004)

($854,300,337) ($152,096,762) ($1,038,502,668) ($0.01774) ($1,038,633,008) ($0.02847) ($2,171,407,464) ($200,372,102) ($85,930,374)
($354,095,514) ($61,962,196) ($0.01848) ($391,381,984) ($0.02881) ($862,694,384) ($82,348,713) ($35,006,891)
($208,061,096) ($35,930,593) ($0.01926) ($213,422,868) ($0.02915) ($490,596,423) ($48,076,516) ($20,299,770)
($127,855,033) ($21,764,968) ($0.02007) ($120,609,376) ($0.02949) ($290,822,148) ($29,339,139) ($12,296,592)
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TOTALS
3% Discount
5% Discount
7% Discount

Uncompensate
d Moving 

Costs Value 
per HH

Number of 
HHs

Uncompensated 
HH Displacement 
Moving Costs14

Proportio
n Auto 
Traffic

Auto Travel Time 
Saved (VHT)

Time Value 
(per hr)

Auto Travel Time 
Savings Benefits15

Proportio
n Heavy 

Tk

Heavy Truck 
Travel Time 
Saved (VHT)

Time Value   
(per hr)

Heavy Truck Travel 
Time Savings Benefits15

Property Value 
Increase Less Travel 
Time Savings Benefit

Accidents with 
Project

Accidents w/o 
Project

Accidents 
Reduced

Value of 
Statistical 

Life Death/ Crash Ratio
Deaths 

Reduced
Deaths Prevented 

Benefits16

($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.84 26,353,581 $1.33 $35,050,262 0.16 5,019,730 $4.00 $20,078,919 90,829 104,401 13,572 $560,000 0.004662 63.27 $35,431,454
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.84 27,425,647 $1.33 $36,476,110 0.16 5,136,712 $4.00 $20,546,848 92,991 108,129 15,138 $566,608 0.004619 70 $39,620,632
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.84 28,541,121 $1.33 $37,959,691 0.16 5,255,351 $4.00 $21,021,406 95,204 112,005 16,801 $573,294 0.004577 77 $44,081,284
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.85 29,701,753 $1.33 $39,503,332 0.15 5,375,605 $4.00 $21,502,421 97,470 116,035 18,566 $580,059 0.004534 84 $48,828,696
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.85 30,909,365 $1.33 $41,109,456 0.15 5,497,425 $4.00 $21,989,701 99,790 120,228 20,439 $586,904 0.004492 92 $53,879,000
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.85 32,165,850 $1.33 $42,780,580 0.15 5,620,758 $4.00 $22,483,032 102,165 124,591 22,426 $593,829 0.004449 100 $59,249,218
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.85 33,473,178 $1.33 $44,519,326 0.15 5,745,543 $4.00 $22,982,170 104,596 129,131 24,535 $600,836 0.004406 108 $64,957,319
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.86 34,833,398 $1.33 $46,328,419 0.14 5,871,712 $4.00 $23,486,848 107,085 133,857 26,771 $607,926 0.004364 117 $71,022,269
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.86 36,248,641 $1.33 $48,210,693 0.14 5,999,192 $4.00 $23,996,769 109,634 138,777 29,143 $615,100 0.004321 126 $77,464,096
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.86 37,721,125 $1.33 $50,169,096 0.14 6,127,901 $4.00 $24,511,606 112,243 143,902 31,658 $622,358 0.004279 135 $84,303,952
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.86 39,253,155 $1.33 $52,206,696 0.14 6,257,749 $4.00 $25,030,997 $3,150,570,240 114,915 149,240 34,325 $629,702 0.004236 145 $91,564,177
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.86 40,847,130 $1.33 $54,326,683 0.14 6,388,638 $4.00 $25,554,550 117,650 154,802 37,153 $637,132 0.004194 156 $99,268,381
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.87 42,505,545 $1.33 $56,532,375 0.13 6,520,458 $4.00 $26,081,834 120,450 160,600 40,150 $644,650 0.0041511000 167 $107,441,702
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.87 44,230,994 $1.33 $58,827,222 0.13 6,653,095 $4.00 $26,612,378 123,317 164,422 41,106 $652,257 0.004109 169 $110,155,783
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.87 46,026,177 $1.33 $61,214,816 0.13 6,786,419 $4.00 $27,145,674 126,252 168,336 42,084 $659,954 0.004066 171 $112,926,308
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.87 47,893,901 $1.33 $63,698,889 0.13 6,920,292 $4.00 $27,681,167 129,256 172,342 43,085 $667,741 0.004023 173 $115,753,832
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.88 49,837,086 $1.33 $66,283,325 0.12 7,054,565 $4.00 $28,218,259 132,333 176,444 44,111 $675,621 0.003981 176 $118,638,879
($244) 896 ($218,624) 0.88 51,858,769 $1.33 $68,972,163 0.12 7,189,075 $4.00 $28,756,300 135,482 180,643 45,161 $683,593 0.003938 178 $121,581,936

0.88 53,962,110 $1.33 $71,769,606 0.12 7,323,648 $4.00 $29,294,592 138,707 184,942 46,236 $691,659 0.003896 180 $124,583,452
0.88 56,150,393 $1.33 $74,680,022 0.12 7,458,095 $4.00 $29,832,381 142,008 189,344 47,336 $699,821 0.003853 182 $127,643,833
0.88 58,427,036 $1.33 $77,707,958 0.12 7,592,214 $4.00 $30,368,855 145,388 193,850 48,463 $708,079 0.003811 185 $130,763,438
0.89 60,795,594 $1.33 $80,858,140 0.11 7,725,786 $4.00 $30,903,142 148,848 198,464 49,616 $716,434 0.003768 187 $133,942,579
0.89 63,259,763 $1.33 $84,135,485 0.11 7,858,577 $4.00 $31,434,306 152,391 203,187 50,797 $724,888 0.003726 189 $137,181,511
0.89 65,823,389 $1.33 $87,545,107 0.11 7,990,336 $4.00 $31,961,343 156,017 208,023 52,006 $733,442 0.003683 192 $140,480,432
0.89 68,490,471 $1.33 $91,092,326 0.11 8,120,794 $4.00 $32,483,176 159,731 212,974 53,244 $742,096 0.003640 194 $143,839,477
0.90 71,265,168 $1.33 $94,782,673 0.10 8,249,664 $4.00 $32,998,655 163,532 218,043 54,511 $750,853 0.003598 196 $147,258,713
0.90 74,151,807 $1.33 $98,621,903 0.10 8,376,637 $4.00 $33,506,548 167,424 223,232 55,808 $759,713 0.003555 198 $150,738,136
0.90 77,154,887 $1.33 $102,616,000 0.10 8,501,385 $4.00 $34,005,540 171,409 228,545 57,136 $768,678 0.003513 201 $154,277,661
0.90 80,279,088 $1.33 $106,771,187 0.10 8,623,557 $4.00 $34,494,226 175,489 233,985 58,496 $777,748 0.003470 203 $157,877,123
0.91 83,529,278 $1.33 $111,093,939 0.09 8,742,777 $4.00 $34,971,109 179,665 239,554 59,888 $786,925 0.003428 205 $161,536,267
0.91 86,910,518 $1.33 $115,590,989 0.09 8,858,648 $4.00 $35,434,591 183,960 245,280 61,320 $796,211 0.003385 208 $165,271,614
0.91 90,428,074 $1.33 $120,269,338 0.09 8,970,743 $4.00 $35,882,973 188,338 251,118 62,779 $805,606 0.003343 210 $169,049,349
0.91 94,087,421 $1.33 $125,136,271 0.09 9,078,611 $4.00 $36,314,443 192,821 257,094 64,274 $815,113 0.003300 212 $172,885,405
0.91 97,894,256 $1.33 $130,199,360 0.09 9,181,769 $4.00 $36,727,077 197,410 263,213 65,803 $824,731 0.003257 214 $176,779,102
0.92 101,854,500 $1.33 $135,466,485 0.08 9,279,706 $4.00 $37,118,825 202,108 269,478 67,369 $834,463 0.003215 217 $180,729,639
0.92 105,974,315 $1.33 $140,945,838 0.08 9,371,878 $4.00 $37,487,513 206,918 275,891 68,973 $844,309 0.003172 219 $184,736,082
0.92 110,260,106 $1.33 $146,645,941 0.08 9,457,707 $4.00 $37,830,829 211,843 282,457 70,614 $854,272 0.003130 221 $188,797,356
0.92 114,718,538 $1.33 $152,575,656 0.08 9,536,580 $4.00 $38,146,321 216,885 289,180 72,295 $864,353 0.003087 223 $192,912,238
0.93 119,356,541 $1.33 $158,744,199 0.07 9,607,847 $4.00 $38,431,387 222,047 296,062 74,016 $874,552 0.003045 225 $197,079,347
0.93 124,181,321 $1.33 $165,161,157 0.07 9,670,817 $4.00 $38,683,268 227,331 303,109 75,777 $884,872 0.003002 227 $201,297,133
0.93 129,229,623 $1.33 $171,875,398 0.07 9,726,961 $4.00 $38,907,843 232,742 310,323 77,581 $895,313 0.002960 230 $205,563,867

16,128 ($3,935,232) 2,668,010,610 $3,548,454,111 308,724,956 $1,234,899,825 6,194,672 8,135,234 1,640,893 0.002917 7,025 $5,201,392,672
($3,006,867) $1,724,213,896 $657,981,309 $0 0.002874 $2,579,031,506
($2,555,583) $1,149,852,768 $465,456,594 $226,829,057 0.002832 $1,731,106,549
($2,199,117) $811,736,463 $346,698,586 $338,400,872 0.002789 $1,222,358,907
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Ye
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Calendar 
Year

1 1950
2 1951
3 1952
4 1953
5 1954
6 1955
7 1956
8 1957
9 1958

10 1959
11 1960
12 1961
13 1962
14 1963
15 1964
16 1965
17 1966
18 1967
19 1968
20 1969
21 1970
22 1971
23 1972
24 1973
25 1974
26 1975
27 1976
28 1977
29 1978
30 1979
31 1980
32 1981
33 1982
34 1983
35 1984
36 1985
37 1986
38 1987
39 1988
40 1989
41 1990

TOTALS
3% Discount
5% Discount
7% Discount

No Injury 
AIS 0 

0.43676 * 
$0

Minor    AIS 1 
0.41739 * 

$263

Moderate AIS 
2 0.08872 * 

$4,670

Serious    AIS 
3 0.04817 * 

$10,390

Severe       
AIS 4 

0.00617 * 
$23,400

Critical      
AIS 5 

0.00279 * 
$52,000

Injuries Prevented 
Benefits10 

Accidents*∑[Pr(AISx)*Val
ue (AISX)]

Property Damage 
Only $435 per 

Accident16
Total Accident Death/ 
Injury/PDO  Benefits16 Residual Value17

Discount 
Factor 
(3%)

Discount 
Factor (5%)

Discount 
Factor 
(7%)

NPV Costs (3% 
Discount)

NPV Benefits (3% 
Discount)

NPV Costs (5% 
Discount)

NPV Benefits (5% 
Discount)

NPV Costs (7% 
Discount)

NPV Benefits (7% 
Discount)

$0 $110 $414 $500 $144 $145 $17,834,351 $5,903,885 $59,169,690 0.9709 0.9524 0.9346 ($91,531,879) $110,972,773 ($89,789,713) $108,858,244 ($88,113,466) $106,823,724
$0 $114 $432 $522 $150 $151 $20,727,439 $6,585,041 $66,933,112 0.9426 0.9070 0.8734 ($94,527,334) $116,840,992 ($90,964,903) $112,428,156 ($87,602,608) $108,263,232
$0 $119 $450 $543 $157 $158 $23,970,176 $7,308,300 $75,359,760 0.9151 0.8638 0.8163 ($97,377,863) $122,935,318 ($91,936,105) $116,043,632 ($86,897,441) $109,662,441
$0 $124 $469 $566 $163 $164 $27,600,849 $8,076,066 $84,505,610 0.8885 0.8227 0.7629 ($100,125,518) $129,286,846 ($92,740,923) $119,712,198 ($86,029,696) $111,010,619
$0 $129 $488 $590 $170 $171 $31,661,786 $8,890,888 $94,431,673 0.8626 0.7835 0.7130 ($102,758,671) $135,886,094 ($93,383,220) $123,425,406 ($85,027,097) $112,319,482
$0 $135 $509 $615 $177 $178 $36,199,793 $9,755,467 $105,204,478 0.8375 0.7462 0.6663 ($105,295,967) $142,767,025 ($93,885,333) $127,203,288 ($83,899,465) $113,582,888
$0 $141 $530 $641 $185 $186 $41,266,616 $10,672,671 $116,896,606 0.8131 0.7107 0.6227 ($107,731,802) $149,934,097 ($94,256,618) $131,051,731 ($82,676,381) $114,824,698
$0 $146 $553 $668 $193 $194 $46,919,473 $11,645,541 $129,587,283 0.7894 0.6768 0.5820 ($110,076,717) $157,408,373 ($94,495,614) $134,955,646 ($81,377,599) $116,052,284
$0 $153 $576 $696 $201 $202 $53,221,629 $12,677,307 $143,363,032 0.7664 0.6446 0.5439 ($112,337,155) $165,213,227 ($94,635,561) $138,956,740 ($80,000,499) $117,248,792
$0 $159 $600 $725 $209 $210 $60,243,041 $13,771,397 $158,318,389 0.7441 0.6139 0.5083 ($114,521,307) $173,374,623 ($94,669,169) $143,038,142 ($78,567,895) $118,433,438
$0 $166 $625 $755 $218 $219 $68,061,068 $14,931,456 $174,556,701 0.7224 0.5847 0.4751 ($116,563,737) $181,896,271 ($94,568,667) $374,053,240 ($77,062,060) $458,028,389
$0 $173 $651 $787 $227 $228 $76,761,268 $16,161,357 $192,191,006 0.7014 0.5568 0.4440 ($103,380,613) $190,831,469 ($82,355,104) $151,489,823 ($65,953,462) $120,800,074
$0 $180 $679 $820 $237 $238 $86,438,426 $17,465,250 $211,345,378 0.6810 0.5303 0.4150 ($108,224,291) $200,186,478 ($84,625,170) $155,886,769 ($66,569,572) $121,993,228
$0 $187 $707 $854 $246 $248 $92,212,479 $17,880,923 $220,249,185 0.6611 0.5051 0.3878 ($112,922,827) $202,090,856 ($86,694,830) $154,403,406 ($66,973,393) $118,546,111
$0 $195 $737 $890 $257 $258 $98,372,235 $18,306,489 $229,605,033 0.6419 0.4810 0.3624 ($117,516,660) $204,102,069 ($88,552,255) $152,941,416 ($67,202,483) $115,230,705
$0 $203 $768 $928 $268 $269 $104,943,461 $18,742,183 $239,439,477 0.6232 0.4581 0.3387 ($121,978,439) $206,166,733 ($90,234,055) $151,548,428 ($67,276,578) $112,048,576
$0 $212 $800 $967 $279 $280 $111,953,643 $19,188,247 $249,780,769 0.6050 0.4363 0.3166 ($126,323,390) $208,290,823 ($91,753,040) $150,210,390 ($67,223,871) $108,999,793
$0 $221 $834 $1,007 $291 $292 $119,432,101 $19,644,928 $260,658,965 0.5874 0.4155 0.2959 ($130,578,436) $210,516,775 ($93,107,890) $148,909,976 ($67,037,633) $106,046,840
$0 $230 $869 $1,050 $303 $304 $127,410,118 $20,112,477 $272,106,046 0.5703 0.3957 0.2765 ($98,687,341) $212,818,991 ($69,309,527) $147,663,466 ($49,253,196) $103,181,573
$0 $240 $905 $1,094 $315 $317 $135,921,063 $20,591,154 $284,156,049 0.5537 0.3769 0.2584 ($103,722,885) $215,205,722 ($71,535,049) $146,489,140 ($49,961,189) $100,431,928
$0 $250 $943 $1,140 $329 $330 $145,000,535 $21,081,223 $296,845,197 0.5375 0.3589 0.2415 ($108,510,834) $217,645,580 ($73,486,624) $145,326,509 ($50,463,990) $97,788,665
$0 $260 $983 $1,187 $343 $344 $154,686,513 $21,582,956 $310,212,049 0.5219 0.3418 0.2257 ($117,152,780) $220,227,881 ($77,929,525) $144,230,484 ($52,644,573) $95,239,381
$0 $271 $1,024 $1,237 $357 $359 $165,019,510 $22,096,631 $324,297,652 0.5067 0.3256 0.2109 ($125,477,256) $222,880,834 ($81,968,889) $143,220,840 ($54,412,788) $92,768,044
$0 $283 $1,067 $1,289 $372 $374 $176,042,747 $22,622,531 $339,145,710 0.4919 0.3101 0.1971 ($133,692,632) $225,610,998 ($85,784,533) $142,228,035 ($56,006,671) $90,400,341
$0 $295 $1,112 $1,343 $388 $389 $187,802,333 $23,160,947 $354,802,757 0.4776 0.2953 0.1842 ($141,771,909) $228,473,456 ($89,332,257) $141,265,100 ($57,373,698) $88,117,275
$0 $307 $1,159 $1,400 $404 $406 $200,347,453 $23,712,177 $371,318,344 0.4637 0.2812 0.1722 ($149,703,812) $231,432,518 ($92,637,085) $140,346,828 ($58,553,396) $85,944,964
$0 $320 $1,208 $1,459 $421 $423 $213,730,583 $24,276,527 $388,745,246 0.4502 0.2678 0.1609 ($157,495,072) $234,497,338 ($95,719,077) $139,489,976 ($59,513,737) $83,808,578
$0 $333 $1,258 $1,520 $438 $441 $228,007,700 $24,854,309 $407,139,670 0.4371 0.2551 0.1504 ($165,173,910) $237,678,025 ($98,620,940) $138,713,485 ($60,334,698) $81,781,686
$0 $347 $1,311 $1,584 $457 $459 $243,238,524 $25,445,841 $426,561,488 0.4243 0.2429 0.1406 ($172,710,093) $240,928,954 ($101,288,829) $137,925,154 ($61,011,016) $79,836,462
$0 $362 $1,366 $1,650 $476 $478 $259,486,760 $26,051,452 $447,074,479 0.4120 0.2314 0.1314 ($180,188,570) $244,373,485 ($103,816,101) $137,252,486 ($61,527,912) $77,938,534
$0 $377 $1,424 $1,720 $496 $498 $276,848,637 $26,674,200 $468,794,451 0.4000 0.2204 0.1228 ($187,413,038) $247,928,012 ($106,079,653) $136,608,335 ($61,880,664) $76,113,900
$0 $393 $1,483 $1,792 $517 $519 $295,342,015 $27,309,046 $491,700,410 0.3883 0.2099 0.1147 ($194,998,012) $251,561,212 ($108,438,100) $135,984,286 ($62,246,936) $74,308,707
$0 $410 $1,546 $1,867 $539 $541 $315,070,744 $27,959,001 $515,915,150 0.3770 0.1999 0.1072 ($202,528,036) $255,366,931 ($110,633,840) $135,405,436 ($62,533,376) $72,613,621
$0 $427 $1,611 $1,945 $561 $564 $336,117,343 $28,624,425 $541,520,871 0.3660 0.1904 0.1002 ($209,871,722) $259,291,715 ($112,592,955) $134,888,367 ($62,624,022) $70,986,420
$0 $445 $1,678 $2,027 $585 $588 $358,569,848 $29,305,687 $568,605,174 0.3545 0.1813 0.0937 ($216,932,216) $262,781,674 ($114,621,802) $134,377,835 ($62,887,836) $69,449,548
$0 $463 $1,749 $2,112 $609 $612 $382,522,170 $30,003,162 $597,261,414 0.3450 0.1727 0.0875 ($224,786,568) $267,614,694 ($116,454,288) $133,962,486 ($62,885,453) $67,873,292
$0 $483 $1,822 $2,201 $635 $638 $408,074,498 $30,717,237 $627,589,091 0.3350 0.1644 0.0818 ($232,155,099) $272,042,064 ($118,094,264) $133,503,628 ($62,869,030) $66,426,987
$0 $503 $1,899 $2,293 $662 $665 $435,333,711 $31,448,308 $659,694,257 0.3252 0.1566 0.0765 ($239,452,150) $276,555,359 ($119,712,295) $133,175,182 ($62,825,211) $65,056,842
$0 $524 $1,978 $2,390 $689 $693 $464,413,829 $32,196,777 $693,689,953 0.3158 0.1491 0.0715 ($246,825,011) $281,335,337 ($121,184,877) $132,828,052 ($62,698,528) $63,696,886
$0 $546 $2,061 $2,490 $718 $722 $495,436,487 $32,963,061 $729,696,680 0.3066 0.1420 0.0668 ($254,137,219) $286,223,703 ($122,594,502) $132,562,837 ($62,497,222) $62,360,546
$0 $569 $2,148 $2,595 $749 $752 $528,531,446 $33,747,582 $767,842,894 $623,938,244 0.2976 0.1366 0.0624 ($261,209,276) $476,923,159 ($124,920,300) $218,910,294 ($62,108,859) $100,000,017

$7,650,774,401 $844,144,107 $13,696,311,180 $623,938,244 ($6,098,368,052) $8,878,098,485 ($3,959,403,482) $5,961,474,873 ($2,744,605,203) $4,256,039,512
$3,312,257,341 $418,930,411 $185,684,021 B/C Ratio: 1.46 B/C Ratio: 1.51 B/C Ratio: 1.55
$2,021,519,774 $281,480,167 $85,229,964 NPV: $2,779,730,433 NPV: $2,002,071,390 NPV: $1,511,434,309
$1,298,904,018 $199,006,919 $38,933,746

$2,779,730,434
$2,002,071,390
$1,511,434,309
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Ye
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Calendar 
Year

1 1950
2 1951
3 1952
4 1953
5 1954
6 1955
7 1956
8 1957
9 1958

10 1959
11 1960
12 1961
13 1962
14 1963
15 1964
16 1965
17 1966
18 1967
19 1968
20 1969
21 1970
22 1971
23 1972
24 1973
25 1974
26 1975
27 1976
28 1977
29 1978
30 1979
31 1980
32 1981
33 1982
34 1983
35 1984
36 1985
37 1986
38 1987
39 1988
40 1989
41 1990

TOTALS
3% Discount
5% Discount
7% Discount

Sensitivity Analysis NPV 
Costs-

Capital/O&M/VMT 
Only (3% Discount)18

NPV Benefits (3% 
Discount)

Sensitivity Analysis NPV 
Costs-

Capital/O&M/VMT 
Only (5% Discount)18

NPV Benefits (5% 
Discount)

Sensitivity Analysis  
NPV Costs- 

Capital/O&M/VMT 
Only (7% Discount)18

NPV Benefits (7% 
Discount)

Sensitivity Analysis-1/2 
Expy System/Pricing       

NPV Costs (3%)19

Sensitivity Analysis-1/2 
Expy System/Pricing        
NPV Benefits (3%)19

Sensitivity Analysis-1/2 
Expy System/Pricing       

NPV Costs (5%)19

Sensitivity Analysis-1/2 
Expy System/Pricing        
NPV Benefits (5%)19

Sensitivity Analysis-1/2 
Expy System/Pricing       

NPV Costs (7%)19

Sensitivity Analysis-1/2 
Expy System/Pricing        
NPV Benefits (7%)19

($87,863,285) $110,972,773 ($86,189,095) $108,858,244 ($84,578,253) $106,823,724 ($28,893,614) $110,735,070 ($28,343,061) $108,678,055 ($27,813,340) $106,698,874
($87,505,470) $116,840,992 ($84,200,574) $112,428,156 ($81,081,347) $108,263,232 ($28,621,655) $111,754,694 ($27,540,676) $107,641,798 ($26,520,426) $103,759,963
($87,139,993) $122,935,318 ($82,254,973) $116,043,632 ($77,731,806) $109,662,441 ($28,340,231) $112,136,395 ($26,751,493) $106,014,317 ($25,280,440) $100,345,726
($86,779,203) $129,286,846 ($80,352,561) $119,712,198 ($74,511,935) $111,010,619 ($28,053,951) $112,539,799 ($25,976,348) $104,427,270 ($24,088,192) $97,054,486
($86,406,539) $135,886,094 ($78,483,101) $123,425,406 ($71,421,125) $112,319,482 ($27,758,012) $112,958,240 ($25,212,616) $102,881,476 ($22,943,963) $93,900,289
($86,034,386) $142,767,025 ($76,655,354) $127,203,288 ($68,447,417) $113,582,888 ($27,456,964) $113,400,027 ($24,463,745) $101,380,275 ($21,844,269) $90,861,347
($85,655,228) $149,934,097 ($74,868,000) $131,051,731 ($65,597,726) $114,824,698 ($27,148,919) $113,848,469 ($23,729,845) $99,914,616 ($20,791,578) $87,940,211
($85,271,437) $157,408,373 ($73,108,321) $134,955,646 ($62,867,971) $116,052,284 ($26,835,148) $114,320,589 ($23,007,383) $98,481,756 ($19,784,718) $85,146,753
($84,885,518) $165,213,227 ($71,395,101) $138,956,740 ($60,241,693) $117,248,792 ($26,516,922) $114,812,590 ($22,302,724) $97,098,725 ($18,818,572) $82,453,518
($84,500,115) $173,374,623 ($69,714,582) $143,038,142 ($57,722,629) $118,433,438 ($26,195,510) $115,328,072 ($21,611,912) $95,747,437 ($17,894,339) $79,866,369
($84,078,220) $181,896,271 ($68,051,683) $147,224,183 ($55,295,629) $458,028,389 ($25,868,602) $115,852,262 ($20,937,668) $94,434,080 ($17,012,975) $77,386,637
($67,231,124) $190,831,469 ($53,370,815) $151,489,823 ($42,558,624) $120,800,074 ($19,709,289) $116,339,771 ($15,646,039) $93,106,443 ($12,476,368) $74,982,519
($68,521,820) $200,186,478 ($53,358,475) $155,886,769 ($41,757,056) $121,993,228 ($19,548,030) $116,753,869 ($15,222,203) $91,736,517 ($11,912,529) $72,595,835
($69,742,811) $202,090,856 ($53,285,575) $154,403,406 ($40,911,000) $118,546,111 ($19,376,744) $117,183,565 ($14,804,407) $90,420,935 ($11,366,361) $70,297,495
($70,918,686) $204,102,069 ($53,142,059) $152,941,416 ($40,038,840) $115,230,705 ($19,202,321) $117,659,404 ($14,389,027) $89,127,668 ($10,841,129) $68,096,817
($72,032,039) $206,166,733 ($52,949,097) $151,548,428 ($39,148,350) $112,048,576 ($19,019,926) $118,143,797 ($13,981,111) $87,876,068 ($10,337,049) $65,986,505
($73,085,754) $208,290,823 ($52,706,305) $150,210,390 ($38,246,198) $108,999,793 ($18,830,469) $118,652,654 ($13,579,725) $86,670,919 ($9,854,093) $63,978,484
($74,095,503) $210,516,775 ($52,411,783) $148,909,976 ($37,325,263) $106,046,840 ($18,638,029) $119,201,712 ($13,183,693) $85,495,373 ($9,388,820) $62,044,076
($39,131,510) $212,818,991 ($27,151,216) $147,663,466 ($18,972,230) $103,181,573 ($6,555,174) $119,775,863 ($4,548,277) $84,357,833 ($3,178,162) $60,177,826
($41,038,325) $215,205,722 ($27,934,522) $146,489,140 ($19,151,713) $100,431,928 ($6,655,699) $120,372,144 ($4,530,491) $83,261,046 ($3,106,073) $58,387,375
($42,804,437) $217,645,580 ($28,581,418) $145,326,509 ($19,232,133) $97,788,665 ($6,743,775) $120,994,138 ($4,502,960) $82,190,513 ($3,029,994) $56,683,539
($46,314,108) $220,227,881 ($30,331,792) $144,230,484 ($20,028,921) $95,239,381 ($6,822,647) $121,496,176 ($4,468,252) $81,070,192 ($2,950,510) $55,009,910
($49,682,357) $222,880,834 ($31,925,351) $143,220,840 ($20,678,921) $92,768,044 ($6,890,542) $121,860,445 ($4,427,789) $79,850,743 ($2,867,999) $53,243,826
($52,913,280) $225,610,998 ($33,357,203) $142,228,035 ($21,201,886) $90,400,341 ($6,948,093) $122,334,992 ($4,380,166) $78,739,810 ($2,784,040) $51,642,695
($56,022,956) $228,473,456 ($34,638,985) $141,265,100 ($21,606,844) $88,117,275 ($6,997,395) $122,863,474 ($4,326,488) $77,659,665 ($2,698,744) $50,110,882
($59,006,260) $231,432,518 ($35,782,964) $140,346,828 ($21,912,611) $85,944,964 ($7,037,720) $123,425,978 ($4,267,860) $76,617,289 ($2,613,533) $48,660,320
($61,868,151) $234,497,338 ($36,802,068) $139,489,976 ($22,111,474) $83,808,578 ($7,069,699) $124,019,863 ($4,205,387) $75,614,167 ($2,526,687) $47,244,820
($64,613,889) $237,678,025 ($37,709,913) $138,713,485 ($22,232,736) $81,781,686 ($7,093,964) $124,661,744 ($4,140,174) $74,671,500 ($2,440,934) $45,913,376
($67,233,194) $240,928,954 ($38,489,142) $137,925,154 ($22,279,017) $79,836,462 ($7,109,471) $125,321,323 ($4,069,975) $73,735,648 ($2,355,860) $44,644,058
($69,762,565) $244,373,485 ($39,182,178) $137,252,486 ($22,249,517) $77,938,534 ($7,120,149) $126,053,189 ($3,999,035) $72,863,813 ($2,270,844) $43,412,330
($72,111,929) $247,928,012 ($39,733,673) $136,608,335 ($22,138,362) $76,113,900 ($7,123,226) $126,826,949 ($3,924,898) $72,024,324 ($2,186,831) $42,242,942
($74,546,113) $251,561,212 ($40,296,753) $135,984,286 ($22,020,188) $74,308,707 ($7,119,176) $127,598,647 ($3,848,352) $71,194,103 ($2,102,935) $41,094,818
($76,885,396) $255,366,931 ($40,767,615) $135,405,436 ($21,862,373) $72,613,621 ($7,110,359) $128,428,887 ($3,770,188) $70,391,604 ($2,021,831) $40,012,970
($79,115,602) $259,291,715 ($41,157,406) $134,888,367 ($21,659,517) $70,986,420 ($7,095,466) $129,223,780 ($3,691,193) $69,557,445 ($1,942,529) $38,908,793
($81,067,057) $262,781,674 ($41,455,005) $134,377,835 ($21,424,898) $69,449,548 ($7,059,838) $129,950,154 ($3,610,167) $68,895,538 ($1,865,817) $38,022,851
($83,289,602) $267,614,694 ($41,693,085) $133,962,486 ($21,124,175) $67,873,292 ($7,051,393) $131,215,248 ($3,529,784) $68,210,623 ($1,788,397) $37,055,695
($85,245,022) $272,042,064 ($41,833,676) $133,503,628 ($20,815,053) $66,426,987 ($7,023,265) $132,259,346 ($3,446,641) $67,509,817 ($1,714,935) $36,159,810
($87,085,336) $276,555,359 ($41,935,927) $133,175,182 ($20,485,942) $65,056,842 ($6,988,913) $133,328,218 ($3,365,510) $66,886,389 ($1,644,071) $35,320,610
($88,868,071) $281,335,337 ($41,957,661) $132,828,052 ($20,120,542) $63,696,886 ($6,953,055) $134,498,963 ($3,282,775) $66,264,393 ($1,574,235) $34,500,731
($90,543,898) $286,223,703 ($41,934,878) $132,562,837 ($19,727,111) $62,360,546 ($6,911,814) $135,691,579 ($3,201,166) $65,684,090 ($1,505,901) $33,700,109
($92,087,167) $476,923,159 ($42,268,505) $218,910,294 ($19,308,600) $100,000,017 ($6,865,504) $136,882,264 ($3,151,303) $65,683,125 ($1,439,541) $32,869,608

($3,002,983,359) $8,878,098,485 ($2,073,418,390) $5,734,645,816 ($1,521,827,625) $4,256,039,512 ($596,360,671) $4,990,704,342 ($461,372,507) $3,434,067,400 ($371,579,563) $2,508,415,800
B/C Ratio: 2.96 B/C Ratio: 2.77 B/C Ratio: 2.80 B/C Ratio: 8.37 B/C Ratio: 7.44 B/C Ratio: 6.75
NPV: $5,875,115,126 NPV: $3,661,227,425 NPV: $2,734,211,886 NPV: $4,394,343,672 NPV: $2,972,694,893 NPV: $2,136,836,236
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Benefit-cost analysis of the initial expressway system constructed in the Chicago urbanized area, Illinois portion, from 1950 through 1967 through a horizon or useful life year of 1990.  All figures are in 1960 dollars. 
 
1.  Capital Costs:  Includes right-of-way (ROW) acquisition, design, engineering and construction completed and heavily committed in the Chicago region during the years of about 1950-1967 based on the following documentation:  Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS) "Financing a Highway Plan for the Chicago Area" by J.D. Orzeske, dated 4/12/62.  This includes 
about $1B spent up until this time plus about $400,000 expected to be spent in the next few years. These costs cover the roads depicted in Map 4 Committed Expressway System on page 53 of the CATS 1962 Plan, Volume III, Chapter IV The Regional Highway Plan.  This includes Lake Shore Drive, Edens Expressway, Kennedy Expressway, Congress (Eisenhower) 
Expressway,  Dan Ryan Expressway, I-57 Expressway, Chicago Skyway, Stevenson Expressway, and the Tri-State Tollway.  Page 51 of this document states:  "Altogether, they provide 280 miles of expressways within the Study Area.  When they are complete, an estimated $1.3 billion will have been spent to build them."  It is unclear if financing costs are included in this 
figure.  Pages 101-102 of the CATS Plan, Volume III states that $970M had been spent for contruction over 11 years through 1960.  Table 17 on page 99 of this document is based on Orzeske's document but shows total completed and heavily committed expressway construction costs as $1.748 billion.  A column in this table shows a 20 year annual rate of $87.4M which 
may be estimated financing costs.  These latter two figures are not reflected in the direct BCA analysis but will be included in a sensitivity anslysis.  The calculations assume $88,181,818 annually from 1950 through 1960, totaling $970M.  An expenditure of $62,987,013 annually is assumed from 1961 to 1967. 
 
2. Operating and Maintenance (O&M) Costs:  Calculations are based on data in "State Highway Maintenance Policy Issue Paper" by the Wisconsin Transportation Finance and Policy Commission http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov/about/tfp/docs/state-highway-maint.pdf.  The document cites an informal 2012 survey by the State of Indiana of 31 states which found the 
average per lane mile maintenance costs to be $5,818 ($750 in 1960 $).  $750 is multiplied by the 280 miles of expressways which equals $210,000.  It is conservatively assumed that the average number of expressway lanes is 6 (3 in each direction).  $210,000 X 6 equals $1,260,000 annually.  A conservative assumption is made that about 50 of the 280 miles (18%) of the 
expressways are tolled (mainly the Tri-State).  This represents about $226,800 of the annual cost.  A 2002 HNTB report, Misouri Toll Feasibility Study (p. 18), states that estimated Illinois toll operations were about 38% of the total O&M costs (http://modot.org/newsandinfo/documents/Legislative_Toll_Report_8-8-02.pdf). Using this assumption brings the total estimated 
annual O&M costs for the tolled portion to $596,842 ($370,042 additional).  $1,260,000 + $370,042 = $1,630,042 in O&M costs annually.  This amount is used from 1968-1990.  Incremental increases leading up to this amount is used for prior years. 
 
3. Farm Crops Production Costs:  Generally, right-of-way (ROW) for the 280 mile (1,478,400 linear feet) expressway system is at least 250 feet wide and ranges up to 375 and more, particularly at major interchanges.  Using 250 feet calculates to a minimum foot print of 369,600,000 square feet or 8,485 acres (13.3 square miles).  An assumption is made that interchanges 
and various locations with wider ROW brings the total 280-mile expressway system to 9,000 acres.  From viewing historic aerial photographs of the Chicago region it appears that a substantial amount of this acreage was already urbanized or developed prior to expressway construction.  Accordingly, the area already developed is estimated to be 75 percent or 6,750 
acres.  This leaves an estimated 2,250 acres that is assumed to be land in its natural state or in agricultural production.  According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1959 Census of Agriculture, Cook County had 1,413 farms on a total of 130,937 acres with total farm production valued at $20,334,849.  This equates to production valued at $155 per acre.  An 
assumption is made that of the aforementioned 2,250 non-urbanized acres used for expressway construction that was in agriculture makes up 33 percent or 743 acres.  743 acres multiplied by $155 equals annual farm production losses of $115,165 or $117,144 in 1960$.  This amount is used from 1968-1990.  Incremental increases leading up to this amount is used for 
prior years.  
 
4. Ecological Acreage Costs:  Losses are calculated separately for the land that will be converted for the project itself and for induced development.  Based on the aforementioned calculations for the expressway footprint and agricultural land it is assumed that 1,507 acres (2,250-743 acres) of the expressway footprint was constructed on land in its natural state.  This 
amount is used from 1968-1990.  Incremental increases leading up to this amount is used for prior years.  According to the Census Bureau, the Chicago UZA increased from 708 square miles (453,120 acres) to about 1,872 square miles (1,198,080 acres) from 1950 to 1990.  Of the 744,960 acreage increase, it is assumed that the 280 mile expressway system induced 25 
percent of this or 186,240 acres.  This amount is increased incrementally from 1950 to 1990.  No assumption is made that any of the induced development of land was in agricultural production.   NOTE TO USE THIS INDUCED ACREAGE TO AS A BASE FOR INCREASED LAND VALUE. 
 
Annual cost values used per acre are based on the Monetization of Environmental Impacts of Roads by Peter Bein, B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Highways (1997)(http://www.geocities.ws/davefergus/Transportation/4CHAP4.htm).  Per Table 4.13 of the citation, the 1994  Canadian dollars value of pasture/farmland converted to pavement is $12,000 and to 
settlement is $6,000 per hectare. $9,000 is used for pavement impact as only about one-half will be pavement and and the other half will be ROW/land directly adjacent to pavement (median, ditch).  Per http://www.oanda.com/currency/historical-rates/, the July 1994 Canadian/U.S. currency ratio was $0.7233 which converted to 2013 $ is $10,233 (pavement) and 
$6,822 (settlement) per hectare in U.S. dollars.  One hectare is 2.47105 acres, therefore the value per acre is $4,141 (pavement) and $2,761 (settlement)(2013 US $).  Converted to 1960 $ these respective per acre value amounts are $526 (pavement) and $351 (settlement).  These amounts are then multiplied by the aforementioned acreage losses to determine the 
monetized values.   
 
5.  Vehicle Miles Traveled:  The CATS Plan, Volume III, Chapter II Objectives, Table 3, page 11 states that the study area had a total VMT of 13,702,000 in 1958.    Using the known total VMT for 1990 from FHWA statistics for the Chicago UZA (45,066,915,000) equates to a 3.79 annual growth rate in VMT.  This rate was used to determine a starting VMT level of 
10,175,127,680 in 1950.  Decennial population data for both the Chicago UZA and state of Illinois was obtained from the Census Bureau.  The Chicago UZA population increased about 50 percent from 1950 to 1990.  Therefore, about 50 percent of the automobile VMT growth is assumed to be from the increase in population alone.   It is presumed that the new 
expressway system could provide travel time savings of up to 50 percent and more over both transit and driving on the conventional road system.  Studies have shown that 1 percent decreases in travel time and automobile operating costs can increase VMT by up to 1 percent (Todd Litman.  "Generated Traffic and Induced Travel."  Victoria Transportation Policy Institute, 
April 2014 http://www.vtpi.org/gentraf.pdf).  "Highways and Urban Decentralization" by the Urban Transportation Center, University of Illinois-Chicago, dated November 1998, found that 75 percent of VMT increases in the Chicago area from 1973-1990 were from heavy trucks, traffic external to the region, and an expanding labor force.  41.6 percent of the increase 
alone was due to truck and external travel.  This study also concludes that the vast majority of decentralizing development patterns were largely in place well before expressway construction.  However, it does acknowledge that these patterns could have occurred with the anticipation or expectation that expressway development would occur.  Recognizing the disparity 
between these two studies in the level of induced traffic, an assumption is made that 25 percent of the VMT increase, after accounting for population growth (maintaining per capita VMT), is due to induced demand from the expressway system. This is less than 20 percent of the overall VMT growth.  
 
The 2013 AAA per mile operating costs of average sedans, SUVs, and minivans is $0.68 (14).  The variable rate (non-fixed) of this cost assumed is $0.26 (2013 $) or $0.03 in 1960 $.  The annual automobile induced VMT changes are multiplied by the variable operating cost resulting in the total 41-year undiscounted increased auto operating costs due to construction of 
the expressway system.  Note that the CATS 1962 Plan, Volume II, Chapter 2 Objectives, Figure 3 on page 12 shows the relationship of automobile operating cost to average speed for urban driving.  Vehicle operating costs generally decline as speed increases up to about 40 miles-per-hour (MPH) as there are fewer stops and starts.  However, after this speed operating 
costs begin to increase.  Costs approach the $0.03 (1960 $) level per mile at about 50 MPH which is the same as the aforementioned AAA rate.  Due to the potential positive and negative variability of speed changes, no adjustment is made in cost calculations to account for speed changes due to construction of the expressway system.  A September 2012 American 
Transportation Research Institute report, "An Analysis of the Operational Costs of Trucking" (http://www.glostone.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/ATRI-Operational-Costs-of-Trucking-2012.pdf), states that average carrier costs per mile for heavy trucks in 2011 was $1.71 ($1.77 in 2013 $ or $0.22 in 1960 $). The annual heavy truck induced VMT changes are 
multiplied by the $0.22 per VMT operating cost value. 
 
6. Noise:  The TRB Transportation Benefit-Cost Analysis web site provides noise impact values per VMT for urban highways from several studies [bca.transportationeconomics.org, referencing: Todd Litman (2010), "Noise," Transportation Cost and Benefit Analysis, Victoria Transport Policy Institute (www.vtpi.org), available at www.vtpi.org/tca/tca0511.pdf].  Dollar values 
for noise impacts in these cited studies show the following ranges per VMT (converted to 2013 $):  heavy trucks ($0.035-$0.26); and auto ($0.001 and $0.028).  Mid-levels of $0.1475 for trucks ($0.019 in 1960 $) and $0.0145 for autos ($0.0018).    
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7. CO2:  According to the EPA Clean Energy web site (http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-resources/refs.html) 8,887 grams or 0.008887 metric tons (MT) of CO2 are emitted per gallon of gasoline burned in vehicles.  Based on the U.S. DOT publication, "Motor Vehicle and Fuel Consumption in the U.S. 1960-2006," the range of light vehicle 
miles per gallon (MPG)  from 1960-1990 was 13.5-20.2 and was generally rising.  To account for the relatively small proportion of heavy trucks/buses compared to all vehicles, an assumption is made that the combined MPG for all of these vehicles was 12 MPG in 1950 with increases by 0.15 annually to 18 MPG in 1990.  Social cost of carbon 
(SCC) values are obtained from the TIGER Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) Resource Guide (updated 4/18/14) (http://www.dot.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/TIGER%20BCA%20Resource%20Guide%202014.pdf).  The SCC yearly values by year are adjusted by assuming the year 2014 is 1960 .  The data is then multiplied for each year by the social cost 
of carbon (SCC) values converted from 2013 $ to 1960 $.   Per the guidance, the CO2 values are only discounted at the 3 percent rate but are also used in the 5 and 7 percent benefit columns as disbenefits.  The total cumulative amount of CO2 emitted due to the expressway system  81,264,966 MT which equates to an undiscounted cost of 
$313,796,745.  Generally, CO2 increases proportionaltely to the increased fuel consumption brought about by the project (EPA, Average Annual Emissions and Fuel Consumption for Gasoline-Fueled Passenger Cars and Light Trucks, http://www.epa.gov/otaq/consumer/420f08024.pdf).  
 
8. NOX, PM: Values in 2010 dollars from the TIGER BCA Resource Guide are $7,385 ($7,890 in 2013 $ and $1,003 in 1960 $) and $337,858 ($360,946 in 2013 $ and $45,863 in 1960 $), respectively.  According to the October 2008 EPA Emission Facts Sheet, "Average Annual Emissions and Fuel Consumption for Gasoline-Fueled Passenger Cars and 
Light Trucks,", the average emissions per mile for passenger cars is as follows:  NOX - 0.693 g; PM10 - 0.0044 g; and PM2.5 - 0.0041 g. According to the October 2008 EPA Emission Facts Sheet, "Average In-Use Emissions from Heavy-Duty Trucks," the average emissions per mile for these vehicles is as follows (respective gas and diesel-based):  
NOX - 2.914 g and 8.613 g; PM10 - 0.051 g and 2.19 g; and PM2.5 - 0.044 g and 0.202 g.  
 
According to "Methods to Find the Cost Effectiveness of Funding Air Quality Projects," by the California Air Resources Board (CARB)(Tables 5c and 5d) dated May 2013, the average per mile emission level for medium heavy and heavy duty vehicles for pre-1987 vehicles for NOX is 17.95 grams (0.00001795 MT) and PM2.5 is 0.90  grams 
(0.00000090 MT).  These values are used instead of the 2008 EPA values as they more closely replicate the period of 1950-1990.  According to Table 3 of the same publication, the average per mile emissions for automobiles, light trucks and motorcycles over a 6-10 year vehicle lifetime for NOX is  0.172 (0.000000172 MT) and  for PM2.5 is 0.087 
grams (0.000000087 MT).  Note that these non-heavy truck levels are for newer vehicles in the year 2014 so the emissions are likely substantially higher for 1950-1990.  Nevertheless, these figures are used as they are higher than the values in the EPA document and they more accurately replicate the poorer emissions performance of vehicles 
operated from 1960-1990.  PM10 levels are estimated at 7.3 percent higher than PM2.5 per the ratio cited in the EPA document.   
 
It is recognized that the new expressway system improved average vehicle speeds.  The changes in NOX and PM2.5 by variations in speed are shown in Table 4 of the CARB document.  Assuming average speed increases due to the project of 50 percent from 30 to 45 mph does not change average NOX emissions at all while the PM2.5 emission is 
reduced 33 percent.  However, emissions reductions are increasingly evident if starts and stops are reduced resulting in less distance traveled below 30 mph.  Therefore an assumption is made that the increased emissions from VMT increases are offset by 20 percent for NOX and 50 percent for PM. 
 
9. Resource Consumption Costs:  These are external costs of transport resource production (primarily petroleum) or the social benefits of resource conservation.  These include military security costs for foreign oil, trade deficits from its import, environmental damages from oil extraction, oil company tax subsidies, and human health risks from 
injuries and pollution during extraction.  Depletion of non-renewable resources for future generations is an externality as well although it is not costed. See the VTPI Transportation Cost and Benefit Analysis II - Resource Consumption External Costs (http://www.vtpi.org/tca/tca0512.pdf).  The VTPI, Transportation Cost Analysis Spreadsheet has 
default cost values per VMT as follows in 2007 $ for average travel:  average car $0.039 ($0.005568 in 1960 $); light truck/van $0.05 ($0.007138 in 1960 $); and diesel bus $0.194 ($0.02770 in 1960 $).  0.006353 in 1960 $ is used for combined cars/light truck/van.  It is assumed that diesel buses and heavy trucks have the same values.  Values are 
multiplied by the respective VMT increases in induced demand. 
 
10. Parking Costs:  The VTPI, Transportation Cost Analysis Spreadsheet has default parking cost values per VMT as follows in 2007 $ for average travel:  car/pickup/van $0.064 (internal); $0.060 (external) for a total of $0.124 or $0.00177 in 1960$.  Internal costs are paid directly by users while external costs are paid by non-users through 
increased bundled goods costs and services that includes free/reduced cost parking.   A calculation is then made for the total estimated undiscounted parking costs per induced auto/light truck VMT from the expressway system projects. 
 
11. Health Costs:  Reference is made to "Costs and Estimates of Bicycling Investments in Portland, Oregon" by Thomas Gotschi, in the Journal of Physical Activity and Health, 2011.  Three studies are cited in this paper for annual per capita health care costs per inactive person, with the average being $544 in 2008 $ ($75 in 1960 $).  The paper 
also notes that there was an annual average increase of 4.2 percent in these costs above inflation from 1991-2008.  An assumption is made that the average growth rate  above inflation was the same from 1950-1990.  Consequently, the 1950 annual per capita health care costs for inactive persons is $6.90 (1960 $).  Decennial Census population 
data is used to estimate area population by year.  Per capita VMT increases due to the project are calculated based on the previous assumption of induced demand.  This figure is then divided by the beginning PCVMT in 1950 of to determine the proportionate increase.  In turn, this amount is multiplied by the health care costs of the total 
population due to inactivity.  The result is the increased health care costs due to the increased inactivity brought about by the project.  Note that this does not include any mortality costs. 
 
The following validation procedure was performed and used in lieu of the data above.  The VTPI Spreadsheet has default health cost values per VMT as follows in 2007 $ for average reductions in walking:  $0.24 (internal); $0.24 (external) for a total of $0.48 or $0.06852 in 1960$.  Internal cost reduction is reflected through extended lives and 
reduced mortality rates.  External cost reduction is shown through reduced hospital and health care costs. The external cost is reduced further to $0.003283 in 1960 $ to account for the aforementioned assumed 4.2 percent annual rise in health care costs above inflation.  The resulting estimated external health costs due to the decline in 
cardiovascular activity from the Project are very close to the figures in the above procedure. 
 
The VTPI spreadsheet $0.24 value for internal costs is converted to 1960 $.  This figure is then reduced further to account for the 1.18 percent annual increase in the value of a statistical life documented in the TIGER BCA Guide.  Consequently, the beginning internal cost value per VMT in 1950 is $0.0176.     
 
12. Barrier Effects:  These are delay costs to non-motorized travel caused by motorized travel.  See the VTPI Transportation Cost and Benefit Analysis II - Barrier Effect publication (http://www.vtpi.org/tca/tca0513.pdf).  The VTPI, Transportation Cost Analysis Spreadsheet has default barrier effect cost values per VMT as follows in 2007 $ for 
average travel:  car/pickup/van $0.014 ($0.002 in 1960 $) and diesel bus $0.023 ($0.00328 in 1960 $).  It is assumed that diesel buses and heavy trucks have the same values.  Values are multiplied by the respective VMT increases in induced demand. 
 
13. Transport Diversity:  According to the VTPI Transportation Cost Analysis Spreadsheet, the value per VMT for transportation diversity is $0.007 in 2007 $ ($0.001 in 1960 $). This represents the costs of declining transportation options brought about by the expressway system project that raise overall transportation costs for the public.  
Additionally, the value measures the extent disadvantaged populations (elderly, low income, minority) are unable to travel due to reduced accessibility brought about by lower mode choice.  
 
14. Uncompensated Moving Costs:  According to the Chicago Tribune article "Memory of early days leaves urban renewal with cross to bear," dated August 29, 1988, 50,000 residents in the city of Chicago were displaced by the expressway construction program.  According to the www.movesource.com moving calculator, the estimated cost to 
move a family in a house or apartment with two bedrooms and about 5,000 pounds of belongings is $1,947 or $244 in 1960 $.  According to a  Bureau of Labor Statistics report on consumer spending for 1960-61, http://www.bls.gov/opub/uscs/1960-61.pdf,  the average household in 1960 was about 3.1 persons.  Therefore, the estimated 
number of households displaced was about 16,129.  The number of households multiplied by the $244 in moving costs is $3,935,232 (undiscounted) and is spread out from 1950 through 1967. 
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Externalities 
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Resource Consumption 
Costs9

Parking Internal 
+ External Costs 

Value Total Parking Costs10

Annual Inactivity 
Health Care Costs 

Per Capita
Chicago UZA 
Population

Chicago UZA 
Per Capita 

VMT

Per Capita VMT 
Increase due to 

Project Health Costs11

Health Costs 
Value - 

External
Health Costs - Reduced 
Cardivascular Activity11 

Mortality Costs 
Value - Internal

Mortality  Costs - 
Reduced Cardivascular 

Activity11 
Barrier Effect 

Value-Car

Barrier Effect 
Value-Heavy 

Truck Barrier Effect Costs12
Transport 

Diversity Value
Transport Diversity 

Costs-Auto13

($0.02091) ($0.02984)
($0.02179) ($0.03019)
($0.02270) ($0.03055)
($0.02365) ($0.03091)
($0.02465) ($0.03127)
($0.02568) ($0.03164)
($0.02676) ($0.03201)
($0.02789) ($0.03239)
($0.02906) ($0.03277)
($0.03028) ($0.03316)
($0.03155) ($0.03355)
($0.03287) ($0.03395)
($0.03426) ($0.03435)
($0.03569) ($0.03475)
($0.03719) ($0.03516)
($0.03876) ($0.03558)

15. Travel Time Savings:  As indicated previously, respective estimated annual VMT in the Chicago UZA for 1950 and 1990 based on the Plan is 10,175,127,680 and 45,067,000,000.  The increase is allocated through annual increments based on an assumption that 84 percent will be automobile/light trucks in 1950 which will increase incrementally to 93 percent by 
1990 with the balance heavy trucks.  These proportions are based on historic Illinois traffic statistics from the FHWA.   The respective hourly value of travel time is $1.33 and $4.00 from the CATS Plan, Volume III, Chapter II Objectives, Table 2 on page 10.  Page 9 of the same section of the CATS Plan states that a driver who is able to increase average speed from 40 
mph to 53 mph (33 percent) unrestricted speed will save 0.37 minutes (22.2 seconds) per mile.  This equates to 0.0061 hours saved per VMT.  This figure is then multiplied by the total VMT to calculate vehicle hours traveled (VHT) saved. The overall assumption is that a typical driver in unrestricted traffic will save about 33 percent in travel time due to the 
expressway system.  This is then reduced by one-half to account for peak period congestion.  
 
Increased Land Value:  The 2013 USDOT TIGER BCA Guidance states the following: “1) The benefit of any property value increase can only be considered as a one-time stock benefit and cannot be treated as a stream of benefits accruing annually; 2) It cannot include any investment by developers; 3) Other benefits to land value already counted, such as travel time 
savings, must also be netted out.” The total discounted monetary travel time benefits for auto and heavy truck together is about as follows for the noted discount rates: $2.9 billion (3%); $2.0 billion (5%); and $1.3 billion (7%).   
 
According to the 1959 Census of Agriculture, average farmland value per acre in Cook and Du Page Counties was $1,544 and $819 per acre or a total average of $1,182.  The aforementioned total induced development acreage of the Chicago expressway system project assumed is 186,240 acres out of 744,960 or 25 percent.  The total value of this land prior to 
development, assuming the Cook County and DuPage County average agricultural per acre land value of $1,182 in 1959, is $220,135,680.  It is assumed that the expressway improved the pre-development value of this land about 400 percent or a total of $660,407,040.  
 
A 1968 CATS report, Land Values in Chicago Before and After Expressway Construction, looked at a total of 11 test/control areas in the vicinity of the following expressways:  Ryan (1); Edens (2); Eisenhower (3); Kennedy (3); and Stevenson (2).  Values of land parcels were compared between two years prior to real estate acquisition for expressways and two years 
after opening them for traffic.  Generally, changes between value of parcels was performed while controlling for block distance from the expressways.  Source of the data was Olcott’s Land Value Blue Book of Chicago. The study concluded that the expressway system yielded considerable land value increases in the study areas within the city of Chicago.  Analysis of 
the specific areas detailed in the report showed that the value changes varied considerably.  Ranges were as high as 430 percent near the Edens Expressway to decreased values near the Eisenhower.  The study surmised that these specific declining values may have been due to rapid increases in the proportion of black residents on the west side of Chicago (28). 
 
“Highway Noise and Property Values – A Survey of Recent Evidence” (Jon P. Nelson, Journal of Transport Economics and Policy, May 1982) reviewed nine empirical studies.  “The survey suggests noise discounts in the range 0.16 to 0.63% per decibel, with a mean of 0.40%.  Noisy and quiet houses will differ by 20-25 decibels of noise exposure.  Thus, a $40,000 house 
would sell for $36,000 to $36,800 if located adjacent to a major highway, or at a total discount of 8 to 10%.”  Raymond B. Palmquist in “Impact of Highway Improvements on Property Values in Washington,” Washington State Transportation Commission, March 1980, found that property values for residences tended to rise 12-15 percent with increased accessibility.  
This would be offset 0.2-1.2 percent for each 2 ½ DBA increase in highway noise.  Commercial-industrial land values were found to increase 16.7 percent after opening of a highway.  Per “Living with Noise” by Chris Corbisier, Public Roads, FHWA, July/August 2003, Vol. 67, No. 1, levels of highway noise typically range from 70-80 dB(A) at a distance of 50 feet from 
the highway.  Preference for sound in homes is in the 40-45 dB(A) range.   
 
A back of the envelope calculation is performed to estimate potential increased property values due to the expressway system.  Again, it is assumed that 25 percent of the 280-mile expressway system induced development effect is already accounted for in the aforementioned calculation resulting in a land value increase of $660,407,040.  It is reiterated that 75 
percent of the expressway system or 210 miles is assumed to be in areas that are already urbanized.  Based on the aforementioned studies, a rough assumption is made that one mile on each side of 210 miles of expressways will experience an average of a 15 percent increase in property value.  This is a total of 420 square miles (268,800 acres).   
 
A rough estimate is made of the average urbanized area per acre land value in 1960. Using the Cook County per acre farmland value of $1,544 in 1959, it is increased 400 percent to $6,176 which is the estimated undeveloped urbanized value.  This figure is then multiplied by 10 for an estimated developed value per acre of $61,760 in 1960 $.  268,800 acres 
multiplied by $61,760 equals $16,601,088,000 in 1960 $.  Assuming an increased value of 15 percent due to the expressways equates to an increase of $2,490,163,200.  Adding this figure to the aforementioned property value increase ($660,407,040) due to induced development, results in a total increase in property value due to the 280-mile expressway system of 
about $3,150,570,240.  The difference between this value and the travel time savings with both of them discounted is then considered additional monetary benefits.  The result is additional benefits at the 5 and 7 percent discount rates.   
 
16. Accident Reduction Benefits:  Chapter IV The Regional Highway Plan, page 59 of the CATS Plan states that there were an average of 330 accidents a day in the study area or 120,450 for 1962.  Additionally, the death rate annually during that time from traffic accidents was about 500.  Per Table 10 on the same page, with the committed plan, the estimated 
number of traffic accidents and deaths annually in 1980 was expected to be 781 and 183,960.  Consequently, with the committed plan, an assumption is made that accidents increase annually by 2.38 percent.  A death/crash ratio is calculated for 1962 and then extrapolated annually based upon the following 2011 data.  Illinois and Indiana crash statistics for the 
year 2011 show the following combined totals in 2011 for the 10-county region:  215,524 crashes; 445 deaths; and 60,644 injuries (2011 Illinois Crash Facts, page 26, http://www.dot.state.il.us/travelstats/2011CF.pdf; 2011 Indiana Crash Facts, Table 92, page 120, http://www.in.gov/cji/files/T_Fact_Book_2011.pdf).  The ratio of injuries per accident is about 0.281 (1 
injury per 3.55 accidents).  The ratio of deaths per accident is about 0.0021 (1 death every 484 accidents).   
 
According to the Illinois Motor Vehicle Accident Cost Study (Cost Study), Division of Highways, State of Illinois, there were a total of 105,343 accidents in Cook and DuPage Counties, which comprised most of the ChicagoUZA  in 1958.  This is relatively close to the estimate for 1958 based on the 1962 data and assumptions above.  The Cost Study provides the 
following values:  fatality $3,590; injury $1,650; property damage $230.  These values are not used in this BCA as the value for fatalities at the time typically only included lost production for those persons that were employed. 
 
A CATS report, The Effect of an Expressway on the Distribution of Traffic and Accidents, by Fred Frye was reviewed.  The document looked in part at the effect of the new Congress Expressway on accidents during the period 1953-1960 and found there was a 25 percent reduction in a study area on either side of the expressway.  An assumption in the BCA is made 
that the estimated accidents with the new expressway system project willl reduce accidents annually by this same amount from 1960 forward.  This is reduced by 1 percent annually going back from 1960 to 1950 to account for the incremental completion of the expressway system. 
 
The TIGER BCA Guide identifies the value of a statistical life as about $9.5 million in 2014 dollars.  The guide also states that the growth rate in this metric is about 1.18 percent above inflation.  Using this information, a calculation is made in 1960 dollars to estimate the value of a statistical life of $560,000 in the year 1950.  This amount is increased annually by 1.18 
percent. 
 
The estimates of injury severity is based in part on the TIGER BCA Resource Guide, Section 3.  Accordingly, the data on number of accidents reduced is converted to the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) to determine estimated level of injury by severity rates (none, minor, moderate, serious, severe, critical) .  Values are converted to 1960 $.  Values of injuries are then 
adjusted further to account for the historic rise in health care costs above inflation which is an average of about 4.02 percent annually.  The number of non-fatal accidents probability values in Table 4, column 8  on page 13 of the guidance are multiplied by the AIS unit value levels on page 3 of the guidance and then multiplied by the number of accidents.   
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0.002747
0.002704
0.002662
0.002619
0.002576
0.002534
0.002491
0.002449
0.002406
0.002364
0.002321
0.002279
0.002236
0.002193
0.002151
0.002108
0.002065

          
      

    

              

17. The expected life of the different Project elements were obtained from the INDOT 2003-2032 Indiana Statewide Long-Range Transportation Plan, Residual Value of Investments section [(p. 2-5)(http://www.in.gov/indot/files/EIreport.pdf)].  As a result, the assumptions below are made with the Chicago Expressways 
project on the original undiscountedcapital costs (totaling $1.411 billion), expected life based on the 41-year analysis period to determine residual value. The total undiscounted residual values are as follows:  
• ROW, $89.7 million, infinite life, or $89.7 million; 
• Earth Work, $350.6 million, 100 years life, or $245.4 million; 
• Structural, $292.6 million, 70 years life, or $167.2 million; 
• Road Base, $303.9 million, 50 years life, or $121.6 million; 
• Road Surface, $373.9 million, 30 years life, or 0.  
 
 
Alternate Scenarios 
 
18.  Sensitivity analysis is performed using an assumption that may be consistent with analysis conducted by CATS planners in 1960.  At that time, costs generally only included capital and perhaps maintenance/operating expenses and increased vehicle operating costs.  The benefits of travel time savings and accident (deaths 
and injuries) reduced remain the same. 
 
19.  Sensitivity analysis is also performed in another scenario where only about one-half of the expressway system had been constructed (~140 miles) and the location was focused in exurban areas to facilitate travel around most of the urbanized area (similar to the Tri-state Expressway).  In this scenario none of the radial 
expressways from the CBD outward are constructed.  Additionally, research shows that optimal pricing for all roads could reduce overall VMT by 30 percent (Litman, Todd.  "The Mobility-Productivity Paradox," Victoria Transport Policy Institute, March 12, 2014.).  There could be costs associated with pricing implementation 
that include a VMT fee.  To be conservative, an assumption is made that pricing via tax increases alone will reduce VMT 10 percent and will not incur any implementation charges.   
 
Consequently, assumptions for costs in this scenario in relation to the built option are as follows:  capital 33 percent (exurban/rural construction is less expensive than urban); M&O 50 percent; farm crops production and ecological 75 percent (loss of farmland and land in its natural state was predominantly in the 
exurban/rural areas); induced development 33 percent (exurban expressways influenced less than urban due to commuting to CBD); moving costs 25 percent (most families affected were not in the exurban areas). The amount of the pricing increase for all roads does not add any additional costs as society is already 
incurring the capital and O&M costs.  They are just being transferred to the direct users from portions that are normally paid for via general revenues. 
 
Benefits assumptions are as follows:  overall VMT/vehicle operating costs reduced by 10 percent due to the pricing (after accounting for induced VMT reductions from constructing only 50 percent of the expressway system); comparably all noise, emissions, resource consumption, parking, health (including mortality), barrier 
effects, transport diversity are reduced the same.  The effect on travel time or VHT is influenced by the more than 10 percent reduction in VMT due to both pricing and less induced traffic countered by a 50 percent loss in expressway capacity.  There likely would be some travel time and accident reductions over a do nothing 
scenario (no expressways at all and not VMT reduction) as there would be less traffic under the 50 percent expressway build and pricing scenario.  Nevertheless, a conservative assumption is made that there will not be any travel time/accident reduction or increase under this scenario. 
 
Not included are any transit capital/operating costs possibly necessary to provide additional service for associated increases in transit use or the costs incurred by public transportation patrons that switch from driving.    
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